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INTRODUCTION

Printing Metals was first publishedin 1936 and imme-

diatelybecame the standard book on the subject.A major
revision was made in 1956, and minor alterations in 1959.

The present edition includes some further additions and

alterations to keep abreast of modern techniquesand

machines, while maintaining the design of the original
work,

Our aim has been to present an outline of the charac-
teristics and working properties of Printing Alloysin a

simpleand brief form which will provide sufficient under-

standingof the use of these alloysin a printing works,
For those who wish to study the subject further, ap-

pendixesdealingwith the metallurgyof Printing Metals
and other details have been included at the end of the

book.

Good Printing Metal, properly used, will produce fine

printed matter, and, if it is well cared for, will continue

to give excellent results at a very small cost per job. It is

the hope of the authors that this book will assist users of

metals to obtain quality of reproduction and economy
in cost.

FRY’S METALS LTD.
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HISTORICAL

Tue use of metallic alloys in the art of printing is of

ancient origin. It involved a considerable amount of ex-

perimental concentration and work, and great credit is

due to the pioneer craftsmen who in the absence of definite

scientific information assisted in laying the foundation of

an industry which is so important a factor in our present
civilization.

The first type metals. After the passing of type carved

from birch and similar pieces of wood, the type-maker
conceived the idea of using metal. The art of casting soft

metals in engravedmoulds of bronze or iron was already
well known. The earliest known account of the art of

type casting publishedin 1540 describes the use of the

tin-rich alloys of the pewterer. But this was nearly a

hundred years after the invention of movable type and it

seems certain that elsewhere the less expensive metal—

lead—was becoming established for the purpose.
Pure lead naturallyproved too soft; it would not with-

stand the pressure and wear of the printing operation and

the body was unable to keepits form; also the tace of the

type lacked sharpnessand definition.

The hardening of lead by alloying it with tin was

known but tin was always expensive and further the

alloysof lead and tin still failed as castings to give a perfect
type face.

The addition of antimony in varying proportions was

found to confer upon the alloy the requiredproperties—
hardness, resistance to wear and to distortion under

O 8762 B



2 HISTORICAL

pressure—and in addition it improved the sharpnessof

reproduction so that the type as cast had a good face and

body. But antimony, although less expensive than tin,
‘was not casy to obtain. The ore called stibnite, a natural

sulphide of antimony, was fairly well known as it had

many other applicationsin the arts, but metallic antimony
was not a commonlyknown metal.

The story of the means adopted by the early type
founders to produce their alloysis a good illustration of

their ingenuity. It had been shown by the alchemists that
when antimony sulphide ore was heated strongly with

pieces of scrap iron, the metallic antimony was released
and sulphideof iron produced as a by-product. The type
founder, therefore, placed in his pot or crucible metallic
lead and tin, and also some powdered antimony sulphide
together with some iron horseshoe nails, which were

erroneouslysupposedto be better than any other form of
iron scrap. The whole was made red hot, and in due time

an alloyof lead, tin, and antimony was obtained, the slag
and sulphide rejected, and the alloy diluted with more

lead as might be found necessary.

Development of the industry. The production of

type-metal alloysbecame in later years an established in-

dustry, the constituent metals being available in a high
degree of purity, until at the present time a range of
various grades of metals is available for use in all the

departmentsof the printing craft, the proportions of tin,
antimony, and lead varying in accordance with the speci-
fic purpose required, the cost factor being necessarilyan

important one.

The standardization of quality, uniformity, and relia-
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bility is an achievement of recent years. A survey of the

metals in general use in 1912 showed wide differences in

composition and the general standard was low, as is

shown in the following list of assays of the standard grades
of several manufacturers at that time.

Standards of1912

Tin Antimony Lead

Linotype Metal % %
No. 1 trace 13°26 balance

2 374 11-81 ”

3 ros 10°89 39:

4 T7r 11°98 *

Monotype Metal

No. I 4°32 2017 $5

2 4°92 18-82 ae

A 2°64, 10°93 ”

4 6:28 16-49 ”

5 744 17°23 »

Stereotype Metal

No. 1 trace 17:06 a

2 5°88 13°58 ”

3 1:23 13°75 ”

4 3°72 16°60 ”

Comparison with the present-daystandards given later

in this book will show the improvement which has taken

place, in particular the higher proportions of tin which

are now generally used. Research work indicated the

‘theoretical’ value of the present alloys; the printer’s
experience confirmed it.



REQUIREMENTS AND PROPERTIES

OF PRINTING METALS

THERE are certain essential requirements for alloys to be
used in the manufacture of type.

1. The alloyshould melt cleanlyand at a low tempera-
ture.

2. The alloy should cast easilyand there should be no

tendency to clog small apertures in mouthpiecesand

nozzles.

3. The alloyshould give a sharpcastingcorrect in form

and dimension when cold.

4. Type cast from the metal should be sufficientlyhard

and strong to withstand distortion under pressure
and to resist abrasion during the process of printing.

The only range of alloyswhich satisfies these require-
ments and. at the same time is reasonable in cost is that

founded on lead as the basis, with additions of tin and

antimony adjustedto the purpose for which the metal is

required.
Lead melts at 621° F. It is exceptionallymalleable and

ductile but soft and weak and does not give sharp defini-

tion when cast against a mould.

Antimony melts at 1,167° F. It is a brittle metal,
crystallinein appearance. When alloyedwith lead, anti-

mony performs two outstandingservices. Firstly,it im-

proves the quality of reproduction so that sharp clear

letters are obtained. Secondly,it substantiallyhardens and

strengthensthe metal.

REQUIREMENTS AND PROPERTIES 5

Tin melts at 449° F. It is a soft and ductile metal but is

tougher than lead. It hardens lead, but unlike antimony
it does not cause brittleness. In consequence, tin produces
a more wear-resistant alloy. Tin also makes the metal

more fluid and mobile when molten and gives a finer

face to the type.

Printing alloysgenerallycontain 3-10% tin, 11-16%
antimony, balance lead, but for certain uses may contain

up to about 20% tin and 30% antimony. Considered as

a group these alloyshave distinctive properties which are

important to the printer.
Melting at alow temperature. The alloysordinarily

used for slugs, ‘Monotype’composition, and stereotype
plates are all molten at temperatures not exceeding
550° F. This is well below the melting-pointsof most of
the other metals in common use (Table I, p. 6).

Much benefit is derived because the alloyscan be cast

at a low temperature. Cooling of the type is rapid, so

permitting high rates of casting. Wear on the matrices

and distortion of the mould are reduced to a minimum.

Last but not least, pleasantworking conditions can be
maintained in composing room or foundry.

Melting temperatures of the alloys. In the type-
metal range, the lowest melting-pointis secured with an

antimony content of 12%. As the antimony content is

increased beyond 12% the melting-point rises. This

question is dealt with in detail in the next chapter.
Clean melting. Many metals, for examplezinc, form

a large amount of dross when they are melted, especially
if there is agitation such as occurs in the pot of a casting
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machine. The tin-antimony-lead alloys, however, pro-
duce comparatively little dross, a valuable economic

advantagesince printing metals are melted over and over

again.
Some metals when molten attack iron and steel. Thus

aluminium corrodes iron pots in which it is melted. Pure

tin forms a surface alloy on stecl and a similar effect is

sometimes obtained with lead alloys, rich in tin, but as a

rule, long life can be expectedfromthe working parts of

machines which come into contact with molten printing
metals.

Tas e I

Melting-pointsofCommon Metals

Melting-point

°F, °C.

Aluminium 1,220 660

Antimony 1,167 630

Arsenic 1,139" 615*

Bismuth $20 271

Cadmium 610 321

Chromium 3,430 1,890

Copper 1,981 1,083

Gold 1,945 1,063
Tron 2,802 1,539

Lead. 621 327

Magnesium 1,202 650

Mercury —38 —39

Nickel 2,651 1455

Silver 1,761 960

Tin 449 232

Titanium 3,308 1,820

Zinc 787 419

* Arsenic sublimes at this temperature

Reproduction of detail. Sharpnessof reproduction
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depends on the free flowing qualitiesof printing alloys.
Not only is the molten metal fluid; the surface also is

mobile and under the pressure of casting, penetration into

the finest detail can occur.

The importance of these attributes becomes manifest

if the metal is contaminated with zinc; a tough skin then

forms whenever a fresh surface is exposedand this so holds

the metal back that penetration is impaired. Corners

which should be sharpare rounded; outlines are generally
fuzzyand the qualityof reproductionis ruined.

TaBLe II

ShrinkageofMetals duringSolidification
%

Electro backing metal shrinks by approx. 2:6

Slug casting metal ” oo” ” 23

Monotype metal oo
20

Lead ” » ” 34

Tin os 28

Antimony expands ,, og

It should be added that further loss of volume

by contraction takes place during cooling to

room temperature after solidification has occurred.

It was once thought that sharpnessof reproduction
results from the expansion of the metal as it solidifies.

Pure antimony has the unusual property of expandingon

solidification, but the commonlyused printing metals all

shrink on solidification. Measurements of volume during
cooling show a contraction of about 2% when the metal

changes from the liquid to the solid state. The shrinkage
is less for printing metals, particularlythose of high anti-

mony content, than for most other alloysin industrial use,

but it does occur.
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Good melting and casting properties explainthe univer-

sal use of tin-antimony-lead alloys as printing metals.

The alloys within the range of printing metals differ

amongst themselves, however, more particularlyin melt-

ing temperature and in hardness. These are features which

must be considered when a precise composition is to be

chosen for a given purpose.
Hardness and resistance to wear. Printing metals in

service are subjected to both pressure and abrasion. To

resist these, the type must be sufficientlyhard and solid.

With reservations, it can be said that greater hardness

will bring improved wear resistance. The hardness of an

alloy can be increased by raising the antimony content,

preferablywith a simultancous increase in the tin content.

The performanceof type in service, however, depends
not only on the properties of the metal, but also on the

soundness of the type.
While antimony additions harden the metal, each addi-

tion (beyond 12%) raises the melting-point and makes

it more difficult to maintain the production of solid

type.
A balance must be struck between these two opposing

factors—hardness and ease of casting. Where the balance

comes depends on the purpose for which the metal is

required. A few examplesfrom practice may make the

point clearer.

Slug-casting. The conditions on slug-castingmachines

demand a metal which will freeze quickly over a narrow

range of temperature. The alloyswith the lowest melting-
points are therefore used for this purpose, i.e. those with

II-12% of antimony with which it is usual to combine

REQUIREMENTS AND PROPERTIES 9

3-4% of tin. These alloysare necessarilysofter than. other

printing metals.

‘Monotype’ composition. Type with improvedsur-

face hardness and wear resistance is obtained by using
higher tin and antimony contents; 6-10% tin with 15~

16% antimony is commonlyused for ‘Monotype’compo-
sition. Such alloys can be cast on the machine at high
speedsin everydayconditions, althoughthe melting-point
is somewhat higher than for slug metal.

Case type. Still harder metals such as are used for case

type with up to 27% of antimony and up to 14% of tin

need special care in casting because of the high melting
temperatures.

Stereotyping. High casting temperatures are not per-
missible in stereotyping owing to the limitations imposed
by the nature of the flong.Antimony contents of 14-15%,
with tin contents of 6-10%, give the best wear resistance

with speedand reliabilityof casting.



MELTING AND FREEZING OF

PRINTING METALS

Tux necessary balance of propertics required by the

printer can only be obtained by the use of an alloy.
Pure metals find applicationfor a variety of purposes—

thus pure copper is used for electric wiring, lead for atomic

shielding,aluminium for power cables, but there are only
about twenty metals in common use and the range of

properties which they offer is clearlyrestricted for modern

requirements. On the other hand, a wide variety of pro-

perties can be secured by mixing two, three, or more

different metals together. Many hundreds of such alloys
have been developedeach offeringits specialcombination

of properties.
Alloys are usually made by melting the constituent

metals together and then pouring the mixture into a

mould. It would be wrong to regard an alloyas a simple
mixture however, since its properties may be very differ-

ent from those of the pure metals, The alloy may for

examplebe many times stronger than its constituent

metals, as bronze is stronger than the copper and tin from

which it is made.

An alloy for casting type must, above all, melt easily
and solidifyto give a faithful reproductionof the mould.

The changeswhich occur when the metal passes from

solid to liquid and vice versa are therefore of fundamental

importance,
Knowledgeof the changesnot only helps towards an

MELTING AND FREEZING Il

understanding of the constitution of the alloys; it is of

practicalvalue to the user.

Melting ofa pure metal. A pure metal melts at a fixed

and sharp temperature which is called the melting-point.
On cooling from the liquid condition, it solidifies at the

same temperature which can equallywell be called the

freezing-pointof the metal.

With a pure metal, then, there is a well-defined tem-

perature below which the metal is always completely
solid, above which it is completely molten. Certain

specialalloysbehave in similar fashion but as a general
rule an alloy melts and solidifies over a range of tempera-
tures; it commences to melt at one temperaturebut it

is not completely molten until a higher temperature is

reached.

Thus the term ‘melting-point’is not strictlyapplicable.
The temperature at which an alloy becomes completely
liquidwhen it is heated, and at which it starts to solidify
on cooling, is called the ‘liquidus temperature’. The

temperature at which the alloybecomes completelysolid

is called the ‘solidus temperature’.
Metals in the liquid state. The majority of the print-

ing metal alloys are completelymolten at temperatures
above 550° F. How can alloys be molten at such low

temperatures when they contain antimony which melts

only at 1,167° F.?

The simplestway of answering this question is to con-

sider alloysas solutions. The antimony can be regardedas

being dissolved in molten lead, the liquid then being quite
homogeneous.

A familiar example may make this clearer. Stir a tea-
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spoonfulof common salt into a cup of water. The crystals
of salt disappear. Sometimes they are said to melt but
more correctlythey dissolve. The result is a homogeneous
fluid, a solution. The most powerful microscope fails to

reveal any solid particle in a drop of the fluid.
This result is achieved without any applicationof heat,

yet the melting-pointof salt is 1,474° F. Just as salt, which
has a high melting-point,dissolves in water to give a

uniform liquid, so solid antimony will dissolve in molten
lead and will remain dissolved so long as a suitable

temperature is maintained.
An additional effect of salt in water is to lower the

freezing-point.Use is made of this in winter when salt
is thrown on icy pavements. Even though the tempera-
ture is still below 32° F., the ice melts because the mixture

of ice and salt has a much lower freezing-point.!Later it

will be seen that, within limits, antimony added to lead

lowers the freezing-pointof the metal.

Separation of crystals. The analogybetween an alloy
and a solution of salt may be pressedstill further. If more

and more salt is added to the solution, there will come a

point when the solution is saturated and the addition of

even a single crystal will result in that crystal remain-

ing undissolved. If now the solution is heated it will be
found that a further quantity of salt can be dissolved
but there will again come a point at which the solution
is saturated,

Now allow the hot saturated solution to cool down.

1 A mixture of ice with 23-6% of salt melts at —5° F., 37° below

the freezing-pointof water. This is called a eutectic mixture; no

mixture of ice and salt has a lower melting-point.

MELTING AND FREEZING 13

The excess salt will separate from the solution in the

form of crystals.
Similarly, a molten alloy is a solution which becomes

saturated when it is cooled to the liquidus temperature.
Further extraction of heat causes solid crystalsto separate
from the solution.

The process of solidification, therefore, is in effect a

process of crystallization.When a metal is cast it may

solidifyin a fraction of a second but in that short time the

characteristic crystalstructure is formed.

Crystalline nature of metal. It is easy to sec that some

metals are crystalline.Antimony is a good example; the

crystalsof which it is composedshow both on the surface

of the metal and in the fracture.

Other metals like iron, copper, tin, and lead might not

seem to be crystallinebecause they are tough and ductile,
whereas crystalsare normallythought of as being brittle

and easilycrushed. Nevertheless, these metals also are com-

posedof crystals(Fig.2). As a rule the crystalsare so small

that they can only be observed satisfactorilyunder the

microscope when the surface of the metal has been

speciallyprepared.t
Crystallization of alloys. A pure metal is composed

of one kind of crystalonly. In an alloythere may be two,

three, or more crystalcomponents.
The sequence of crystallizationin an alloymay be quite

complicated.It will be simplest to begin with alloys
containingonly two metals and to find out how thesolidi-
fication process is affected when the proportions of the

constituent metals are altered.

1 See AppendixII.
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Alloys of antimony and lead. Consider first the

behaviour of a potful of pure lead which has been melted

t 2 3 4 5 6 7

°c oF

374 7007]

3155 600 -

260 500 ~

2045 400~(iiiers

149 300 +

Lead % 100 96 92 88 80

Antimony% 0 4 8 i 6 20 24

Fic. 1. Solidification temperatures of some lead-antimony alloys.

x. Pure lead solidifies completely at the single temperature of 621° F.

2. The alloy 96% lead, 4% antimony remains liquid below this temperature.
Solidification starts at 576° F. but the temperature continues to fall to 486° F.

when it remains steady until the last fraction has set.

3. The alloy 92% lead, 8% antimony has astill lower liquidustemperature
and a shorter freezing range but the temperature of final solidification is the

same at 486° F,

4. The alloy 88% lead, 12% antimony solidifies at the single constant tem-

perature of 486° F. This is the eutectic alloy.

5. Alloys with more than 12% of antimony again solidify over a range of

temperature. The alloy with 16% antimony commences to solidify at $67° F.

but the temperature of final solidification is the same at 486° F.

6 and 7. As the antimony content is increased the liquidus temperature be-

comes progressivelyhigher although in each case the metal finally solidifies at

486° F,

and allowed to cool. As long as the metal is still molten

the temperature falls regularly.Then at 621° F, the cooling

MELTING AND FREEZING 1S

is arrested and the temperature remains constant. A glance
at the pot shows that there is solid metal on the sides:

in fact crystals of lead are forming and growing. The

temperature remains at 621° F. until the whole of the lead

has solidified. Then, and onlythendoesitstart to fallagain.
When small amounts of antimony are alloyedwith lead

several important differences are noticed:

1. The liquidustemperature, at which the alloy com-

mences to solidify,is lower than the freezing-point
of lead.

2. While the first part of the alloy is solidifying, the

temperature continues to fall. Thus the alloysolidifies

not at a singletemperature but over a range of tem-

peratures; this is called the freezingor ‘pasty’range.

3. The final portion of the alloy solidifies while the

temperature remains steadyat 486° F.

As mote antimony is added, the liquidustemperature
is lowered still further but the alloyssolidifyat the same

temperature of 486°. Thus the freezing range becomes
shorter and shorter until a composition is reached—

12% antimony,88% lead, which solidifies sharply at the

single temperature of 486° F. This is the only alloy con-

taining both antimony and lead which, solidifies at one

temperature.

Beyond this point, each addition of antimony raises the

liquidus temperature again. These alloyswith more than

12% antimony also solidifyover a range of temperature;
all finally solidify at the same constant temperature of

486° F,

The last two features have great significancein practice.
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Alloy containing 12% antimony, 88% lead: the

‘Eutectic’ alloy. This has the lowest melting-point of

all the alloys of antimony and lead. It freezes at one

temperature only, thus behaving somewhat like a pure
metal in having no freezingrange.

Such an alloy is known as a ‘eutectic’, which means

easy melting.
Alloys containing more than 12% of antimony.

These solidify over a range of temperatures. The higher
the antimony content, the higher is the temperature at

which. solidification commences, and the longer is the

freezingrange.
The alloys contain antimony in excess of the eutectic

proportion. The excess antimony crystallizesout in the

form of fine particles during the initial stage of the

solidification process. Thus when a molten alloycontain-

ing 16% antimony, 84% lead is cooled, solid crystalsof

antimony, distributed throughout the metal, form and

grow throughout the mass while the temperature is falling
from 567° to 486° F.

The formation of crystalswithdraws antimony from

the liquid metal and the latter becomes the poorer in

antimony. By the time the temperature has fallen to 486°
so much antimony has separated out that the residual

liquidcontains only 12% antimony (ic. the composition
of the eutectic) and the temperature then remains con-

stant while this last fraction of the alloy solidifies.

Alloys containing less than 12% of antimony.
These alloysbehave similarlyin solidifyingover a range
of temperatures but since it is lead which is in excess of the

eutectic composition, crystalsof lead deposit in the initial

Fic. 2. Photo-micrographof a pure metal. Tin



Fic. 3. EUTECTIC ALLOY

4% tin

12% antimony
84% lead

This ‘alloy’has fixed composition and melting
point. Note the characteristic finely laminated

structure

Magnification: 250 times

Fic. 4. SLUG-CASTING METAL

3% tin

11% antimony
86% lead

This alloy contains more lead than the eutectic.

The excess separates as crystals (dark, rounded)
in the first stage of the solidification process. The

groundiass is the eutectic constituent

Magnification: 100 times



Fic. 5. STEREOTYPE METAL
Fic. 6. MONOTYPE METAL

7% tin 10% tin
15% antimony | 16% antimony

78% lead
.

74% lead

Compare with Fig. 5. The higher tin and anti-

mony contents here result in an increased pro-

portion of tin-antimony crystals

Tin and antimony are above the eutectic propor-
tions. The excess forms the cubic tin-antimony

crystals (white)
nips ea ¥ = ome .

Magnification: 100 times Magnification: 100 times



Fic. 7. TYPE METAL

18% tin

28% antimony
54% lead

This rich alloy containing a high proportion of

tin-antimony crystals has excellent resistance to

wear. Note that the eutectic matrix is present in

all the alloys
Magnification: 100 times

Fic. 8. STEREOTYPE METAL

5% tin

15% antimony
80% lead

This alloy has a low ratio of tin to antimony con-

tent in comparison with the alloys in Figs. 5 and

6. The crystalshere are not so hard or so resistant

to wear

Magnification: 100 times
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stage of solidification. Asa result, the liquidmetal becomes

enriched in antimony. At 486° the excess lead will have

crystallizedout; the liquid metal will then contain 12%
of antimony and will solidify before the temperature
falls further.

Thus all the alloysfinallysolidifyat the same tempera-
ture of 486°because all contain aproportion of the eutectic

as a constituent. Alloyscontaining an excess of antimony
are seen under the microscope to consist of finely distri-

buted crystalsof antimony embedded in a groundmass
of eutectic alloy.

Tin a modifying metal. For a simplepicture, it is

possibleto consider printing metals as alloysof antimony
and lead, modified by additions of tin.t

The important modifications are:

t. Some of the tin enters the eutectic, which then has

the approximate composition 4% tin,, 12% anti-

mony, 84% lead, and solidifies sharply at 463° F.

All normal type metals contain a proportion of

eutectic and all as a result become finally solid at

463°.
2. When the alloy contains more than 12% of anti-

mony, the excess separates during the first stage of

solidification in the form of crystalscontaining both

tin and antimony. These crystals are much harder

and more wear resistant than crystalsof pure anti-

mony, such as separate from alloyscontaining lead

and antimony only.
1 This treatment necessarilyomits much detail which is important

metallurgically.The reader who is interested in followingthe matter

further is referred to AppendixI.

© 8762 c
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The eutectic in printing alloys. The eutectic alloy
containing 4% tin, 12% antimony, 84% lead, has the

lowest melting-pointof any alloy in the printing metal

range. Althoughthe eutectic has a fixed composition and

fixed melting-point the microscope shows it to be a

mixture of crystallineconstituents (Fig.3). In the freezing
of the alloy, the constituents are depositedside by side,

producing the characteristic laminated structure. The

dark constituent is substantiallypure lead; the light con-

stituents are composedof tin and antimony.
The eutectic is comparativelysoft. For improved wear

resistance in direct printing, a harder metal is desirable.

This requirement is met by increasing the tin and anti-

mony contents beyond the eutectic proportions.
Printing alloys with more than 12% antimony.

Additions of antimony beyond 12% progressivelyraise

the liquidustemperature. The alloysthus made solidify
over a range of temperature but all finallybecome solid at

the eutectic temperature, which, when tin is present, is 463°.
The composition 7% tin, 15% antimony, 78% lead,

may be taken to illustrate the behaviour of metals for

‘Monotype’composition and for stereo plates.
A potfulof this alloyproperlymelted and at a tempera-

ture of say 650° F., is completelymolten and uniform.

Now the pot is allowed to cool. Nothing visiblychanges
until the temperature reaches 503° when here and there

throughout the metal, solid particlesform, microscopi-
callysmall. If the metal is stirred, it will look as if it con-

tains ‘grit’. As cooling proceeds, these particlesbecome

larger and more numerous; the metal thickens to a pasty

consistency.
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The particles are in reality tin-antimony crystals.As

they grow, the metal which is still liquid becomes pro-

gressivelypoorer in tin and antimony. By the time the

temperature reaches 463° the excess tin-antimony has

crystallizedout, leaving liquid metal of eutectic com-

position. The temperature then remains steadywhile the
eutectic solidifies around the crystals.

The ‘freezingrange’of this alloy extends from 503° to

463°, i.e. 40°.
Structure and wear resistance. The structure of this

alloy (Fig.5) shows tin antimony crystalssurrounded by
eutectic. The eutectic provides a tough though relatively
soft groundmass;the hard crystalsdistributed throughout
the metal strengthen it and at the surface offer improved
resistance to wear and abrasion.

The picture is similar to a mass of pitch with granite
chipsembedded in it.

Ifthe alloyhas only a low tin content, the crystalswhich

separate also contain little tin and consist principallyof

antimony. Raising the proportion of tin improves the
hardness and wear resistance of the crystalsand con-

sequentlyof the alloy as a whole.
Maximum advantageis secured if the alloy contains

sufficient tin to combine with the excess antimony to form
the compound of tin and antimony. This compound
contains $0% tin, 50% antimony, and is much harder
than pure antimony.

The presence of the compound accounts for the superior
wear resistance of alloyshaving a balanced proportion of
tin to antimony. When the antimony content is 15%, the

presence of 7% of tin or over ensures that the crystals
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The eutectic in printing alloys. The eutectic alloy
containing 4% tin, 12% antimony, 84% lead, has the

lowest melting-point of any alloy in the printing metal

range. Although the eutectic has a fixed composition and

fixed melting-point the microscope shows it to be a

mixture of crystallineconstituents (Fig.3). In the freezing
of the alloy, the constituents are depositedside by side,
producing the characteristic laminated structure. The

dark constituent is substantiallypure lead; the light con-

stituents are composedof tin and antimony.
The eutectic is comparativelysoft. For improvedwear

resistance in direct printing, a harder metal is desirable.

This requirement is met by increasing the tin and anti-

mony contents beyond the eutectic proportions.
Printing alloys with more than 12% antimony.

Additions of antimony beyond 12% progressivelyraise

the liquidustemperature. The alloysthus made solidify
over a range of temperature but allfinallybecomesolid at

the eutectic temperature, which, when tin is present, is 463°.
The composition 7% tin, 15% antimony, 78% lead,

may be taken to illustrate the behaviour of metals for

‘Monotype’composition and for stereo plates.
A potfulof this alloyproperly melted and at a tempera-

ture of say 650° F,, is completelymolten and uniform.

Now the pot is allowed to cool. Nothing visiblychanges
until the temperature reaches 503° when here and there

throughout the metal, solid particles form, microscopi-
callysmall. If the metal is stirred, it will look as if it con-

tains ‘grit’.As cooling proceeds, these particlesbecome

larger and more numerous; the metal thickens to a pasty

consistency.
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The particles are in reality tin-antimony crystals.As

they grow, the metal which is still liquid becomes pro-

gressivelypoorer in tin and antimony. By the time the

temperature reaches 463° the excess tin-antimony has

crystallizedout, leavingliquid metal of eutectic com-

position, The temperature then remains steadywhile the
eutectic solidifies around the crystals.

The “freezingrange’of this alloy extends from 503° to

463°, i.e. 40°.
Structure and wear resistance. The structure of this

alloy(Fig.5) shows tin antimony crystalssurrounded b

eutectic, The eutectic providesa tough though relatively
soft groundmass; the hard crystalsdistributed throughout
the metal strengthen it and at the surface offer improved
resistance to wear and abrasion.

The picture is similar to a mass of pitch with granite
chipsembedded in it.

If the alloyhas only a low tin content, the crystalswhich

separate also contain little tin and consist principallyof

antimony. Raising the proportion of tin improves the
hardness and wear resistance of the crystals and con-

sequentlyof the alloyas a whole.

Maximum advantageis secured if the alloy contains

sufficient tin to combine with the excess antimony to form
the compound of tin and antimony. This compound
contains 0% tin, 0% antimony, and is much harder
than pure antimony.

The presence of the compoundaccounts for the superior
wear resistance of alloyshaving a balanced proportion of
tin to antimony. When the antimony content is 15%, the

presence of 7% of tin or over ensures that the crystals
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consist wholly of tin-antimony compound; with 20%
of antimony, more than 10% of tin is necessary to achieve

the same result.

The hardness and wear resistance of type metals depend
firstly on the hardness of the crystalswhich is at a maxi-

mum when there is a balanced ratio of tin to antimony,
and secondlyon the proportion of crystalspresent which

is increased by raising the tin and antimony contents

together.
Thus founder’s type is rich in both tin and antimony

and therefore contains a high proportion of the hard

crystalsof tin-antimony compound.
Alloys of this kind have comparativelyhigh melting

temperatures. For example the hard metal 18% tin,

28% antimony, $4% lead, commences to freeze at 629° F.

As the eutectic portion solidifies, again at 463° F., the

solidification range is 166° comparedwith only 40° for

the alloyjust considered.

These alloysmust be cast at a high temperature but the

type still has to cool to 463° F. before it can be ejected
from the mould. Longer time must be allowed for the

type to solidifyin the mould, by reducing the rate of

casting,

Additionally,these alloyscontain so much tin-antimony
constituent that extra care must be taken during casting
to prevent chilling in the pot and metal passages.

STRUCTURE OF ALL)YS

IN RELATION TO

PRACTICAL HANDLING

Ir is sometimes said that type metal is anixture of tin,

antimony, and lead, and that if the liquidtetal is allowed
to stand for some time the constituent metls will separate
into three layers. It will be clear from the ‘st chapter that
this statement is not true. For each compsition there is

a definite temperature above which the Joy is molten.
If the alloyhas been properly melted, the it will remain

homogeneousand completelyliquid so log as the metal,
or any part of it, does not cool below tht temperature.

Practical evidence of this is provided bytand-by stereo

pots which, thermostaticallycontrolled at: suitable tem-

perature, have remained quite molten ad uniform for

years on end,

It is when the metal passes through tb solidification

range that problemsmay arise. In practiccheseproblems
are encountered only with alloyscontainig over 12% of

antimony; they do not arise in alloysused fr slugcasting,
where the percentage of antimony is 12% r less.

Indispensableto an understandingof the problems is

the mental picture of what is going on inde the metal
as it passes through this range. The picture ifirst of liquid
metal which, on cooling,remains homogerousuntil the

temperature falls below the liquidus.Themf myriads of

tiny crystals,formingthroughout the massnd growing,
so that the metal becomes first ‘gritty’andhen thickens
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with continued coolinguntil it becomes quite pasty. Fin-

ally, the remainin g liquid solidifyingaround the crystals.
It is the intermediate stage which is so important in

melting and casting practice, when the metal is part solid,
part liquid.

Growth of the crystals. The size of the crystalswhich

grow as the liquid metal cools through the solidification

range dependson the rate of cooling. If cooling is very
slow, there is plenty of time for the crystals to grow, and
the final metal will contain large crystals. If cooling is

rapid, time for growthis restricted and the result is a large
number of extremelysmall crystals.This is illustrated by
the photomicrographsin Figs.9-11 comparing the micro-

structure of metals cooled at different speeds.
The size of the crystalswill be better appreciated if it is

realized that the area of metal surface photographedis less
than one-fiftieth of an inch square.

A rough calculation based on Fig. 11 puts the number
of tin-antimony crystals in a single 10 point stamp of

Monotype at approximately 100 million!
Coarse crystals are dangerous. When Monotype and

Stereotype metals are heated, the eutectic liquifiesfirst
and then, as the temperature rises, the tin-antimony
crystalsdissolve in the molten metal. Clearly, the pro-
cess of dissolvingthe crystalsin the pot of a composing
machine will be easier if they are fine and evenlydistri-

buted, rather than coarse and aggregated together. (To
dissolve salt in water, it is quickerfirst to crush the lumps
to a fine powder.) There is alwaysthe possibilitytoo that

largecrystalswill remain undissolved and will act as grit,
cloggingthe pump mechanismor the nozzle.

Fie. 9. Section cut through
a slowly cooled ingot of
stereo metal. The crystals
have grown comparatively
large

Fic. ro. Section from a flat
stereo plate. Solidification
was rapid and the crystals
are correspondingly finer

Fic. 11. Section through a

stamp of Monotype. Solidi-
fication took onlyafraction
of a second. The tin-anti-

mony crystalsare minute,
only about one ten-

thousandth of an inch across

Effect of rate of cooling on structure of printing metal

Magnification for Figs. 9~11: 100 times



Fic. 12. Section through Monotype metal cooled

very slowly, The tin-antimony crystals have

segregated towards the surface
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Ingots for composing machines should therefore have

as fine a structure as possible.This is assured by pouring
the metal at the correct temperature into cold moulds, so

that solidification is rapid.
Segregation of crystals. As Monotype and Stereo-

type metals cool below the liquidus temperature, solid

tin-antimony crystalsform throughout the mass. The

crystals are light in comparison with the liquid metal

which is rich in lead. Consequentlythey tend to float to

the surface. Thus, whenever an alloyof this kind is in the

semi-molten condition there is a tendency for separation
to occur; two layers are formed, the upper rich in tin-

antimony crystals, the lower consisting of more leady
metal.

If this effect is followed to its conclusion, and the metal

is allowed to cool very slowly, all the tin-antimony
crystalsare concentrated in the upper layer while the

lower layer consists entirely of eutectic (Fig. 12).
Rate of segregation. Type is normally cast so rapidly

that the metal passes from liquid to solid very quickly.
The light tin-antimony crystalshave not time to float

upwardsbefore the freezingof the eutectic locks them in

position. In type, therefore, the crystals are uniformly
distributed. It is in the melting or remelting of metal

that the danger of segregation may arise. Suppose for

example that a pot of Monotype or Stereotype metal is

accidentallycooled below the liquidustemperature. Since

a large bulk of metal cools slowly, conditions are ideal

for the formation and separation of very large crystals.
The metal on the surface will have a pasty appearance,
but to skim it off would be wasteful,
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Segregation in machine pots. Solid crystals float-

ing around in the pots of Monotype or Stereotype
machines cause irregular working. To restore normal con-

ditions, the metal must be reheated to the correct tem-

perature and then thoroughly stirred to make sure that

the large crystalsare redissolved.

Segregation during melting. Segregation can also

take place as Monotype and Stereotype metals are being
melted; for if the temperature rises slowly, as soon as the

eutectic is molten the crystals are free to float upwards.
Quick melting is therefore always desirable, whether in

the composing machine pots, stereotyping pots, or

remeltingpots.

Casting conditions in composing machines. In a

composing machine the metal is pumped through a nozzle
or mouthpiece into the mould. The pump must maintain

pressure until the type has solidified, otherwise the foot

will bleed. During this brief period the metal in the

nozzle or mouthpiece is chilled.

With satisfactoryworking conditions, this metal re-

mains fluid and is withdrawn by the return stroke of

the pump. If chilling is excessive, however, the metal

starts to solidify in the nozzle and throat passages; if
the condition is not corrected a deposit builds up.
The obstructed passages hamper the flow of metal to

the mould and so cause hollow type and slugs. If the

deposit continues to build up it will ultimately stop

casting.
It will be clear that it is not sufficient to maintain metal in

the pot just molten. A higher temperature must be main-

tained (a) to counteract chilling of the metal channels,
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and (b) to reheat the metal sucked back by the pump
in time for the next cast.

The fitting of thermostats as standard equipment has

gone a long way towards maintaining trouble-free work~

ing simplybecause in normal circumstances undue chilling
of the metal is prevented, but it can still happen. For

example, at the commencement of the day the whole
machine is cold and the stream of metal from the pump
loses heat rapidly. Draughts blowing across the pot in

winter, or several nuggets of cold metal added when the
level has fallen too low, may so chill the metal that the

smooth operation of the machine is upset.
Correct temperatures must be maintained not only in

the pot but also throughout the casting system to keep
the metal channels clear and thus permit the routine

production of sound type.



THE RESISTANCE OF TYPE TO

WEAR IN SERVICE

REMARKABLE service can be obtained from type in the

best conditions—clean printing is still secured after many

thousands of impressions and runs of several hundred

thousand have been recorded.

Such results bear witness to the hard wearing qualities
of the type but when comparisons are made of practical
performance,many factors have to be taken into account.

Those which influence the run itself, for example, the

condition of the press, accuracy of make ready, effect of

reprinting, nature of the paper, lie outside the present dis-
cussion. What will be considered is the wear resistance of

the type as it is affected by the composition of the metal

and by the presence of defects.

‘Wear’ is taken to cover any changein dimension of the

type which affects clarity of printing. It may occur in

several ways, but the essential requirement to combat any

form of wear is that the type should combine hardness

with solidity.
Hardness of printing metals: effect of antimony.

Antimony additions harden the metal but in excess of

12% raise the liquidustemperature. This is illustrated in

the following table comparing alloyswith constant tin

content but increasing antimony content.

Tin Antimony Lead Completely | Brinell Hardness

% % % liquid No.

Sh= EG:

4 12 balance 463 239°5 22°0

4 16 ” 531 277 22°5

4 20 Ba Gor 316 24:0

4 24 ” 646 341 262
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Hardness of printing metals: effect of tin. Tin with

antimony together as alloying elements produce a much

greater hardening effect than antimony alone. Consider

the following figures:

Tin Antimony Lead Completely| Brinell Hardness

% % % liquid No.

oteeme (Or

4 22 74 626 330 25

10 16 74 $25 274, 27

The two alloys contain the same proportion of lead.

The first composition represents an attempt to obtain

hardness through high antimony content. The second

contains tin and antimony in balanced proportions; not

only does it melt at a much lower temperature than the

first and is therefore easier to cast, but, at the same time,
it is distinctlyharder.

A further advantage does not show in the figures.
Alloys of high antimony content tend to be coarse and

brittle; a balanced composition is much tougher and offers

greater resistance to battering.Thus a judiciousbalance be-

tween the tin and antimony proportions givesthe best com-

bination of wear resistance with ease of meltingand casting.
Solidity. Ifa casting is to be completelysolid the metal

should enter the mould in a slow stream and should not

commence to solidifyuntil all the air has had time to get

away. In the pouring of flat stereos by hand these ideal

conditions can be closelyapproachedand the platesrarely
contain much porosity in the body.

On machines for casting slugs, type, and plates how-

ever, the demand for high operating speedsnecessitates

rapid injection of metal into the mould and rapid solidi-
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fication of the casting. The metal inevitably becomes

mixed with air and solidifies before the air can escape,

leavingvoids in the casting.
Many hundreds of measurements have been made of

the degree of porosity which occurs in practice. Type of

the highest quality has contained 6-8% of voids; in

routine production 10-20% of voids is common.

Clearly one aim must be to achieve the best possible
degreeof solidity.But it is still more important to ensure

that such air bubbles as remain are located where they
can do the least harm. So long as porosity is not close to

the printing surface, some porosity in the body does not

unduly matter.

In composing machines the metal is injected into the

mould under pressure. On reaching the matrix the metal

should remain fluid for a brief interval so that it can

spreadto form a smooth face and allow air to escape.
If the metal is cast at a low temperature, is chilled in

casting, or cooled excessivelyin the mould, it sets almost

instantaneouslyagainst the matrix. Evidence of this may
be providedby chill marks or a frostyface, but even if the

face appears perfectthe metal just beneath will be porous
due to air trappedby the rapid solidification of the metal.

This is known as sub-surface porosity.
The porosity may take the form of large air bells in

the characters or of a chain of small bubbles. Its effect will

be noticed onlywhen the type sinks under pressure or the

face crumbles in use.

The porosity can be seen under the microscope if the

type is sectioned and polished (Figs. 13-16). Type cast

under the correct conditions has a solid face and even

Fic. 13. Section through a stamp of Monoty|pe. The character

is solid and although ‘thereis porosity in the body, this type

‘wouldgive good service

Magnification: 25 times

¢ @
-® SO a7 :tenes:

Fic. 14. Section erie a stamp of Monotype. Note =vansair

bubbles just under the face. This sub-surface porosity is likely to cause

the type fa ce to, sink underpressure
Magnification: 25 times
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Fic. 15. Section through the face of a slug. The characters are solid

Magnification: 25 times

a ee 2 78
Fic. 16. Section through a slug. The centre character is porous and

crumbly

Magnification: 25 times
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though there may be much entrappedair in the body, it

will stand up well in service.

The metal passages in the composing machines must

be clear. A partiallyimpededmetal flow not only reduces

therate of entry into the mould but also will break up the jet
into aspray causing poor face qualityand entrapment ofair.

For type to be solid, then, it is essential to deliver a full

flow of fluid metal to the mould, and attention must

constantlybe given to the features in casting which affect

the flow—correct temperature, plunger pressure and

alignment to mould, clear metal passages and air grooves.

Wear in use: printing. Wear in printing has two

separate causes. The direct pressure at the moment of

impression may compress the type; there is no loss of

metal but a reduction in height. To resist compression the

type must be solid. In addition there is the abrasive action

on the type, removing metal from the surface in contact

with the paper and more particularlyfrom the edges.To

resist this the type should be as hard as possible.
Wear in use: moulding. When formes are moulded

the slugs and type are subjected to direct compression.
The pressure tends to reduce the height of the type; it also

seeks out any defects in the type.
Hot mouldingintensifies the effects of this compression.

Like all other metals, printing alloysare softer when they
are hot than when they are cold. Fig. 17 shows how the

hardness falls progressivelywhen the temperature rises.

For both slug casting metal and Monotype metal the

hardness at 250° F. is less than one-half of the hardness at

room temperature. At 300° F. the hardness is only about

one-third of its originalfigure.
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In mouldingflongsfor newspaper work the tempera-
ture may vary from 120° F. to 325° F. according to the

requirements of productionspeed and matrix shrinkage.
At the higher temperatures, when the metal is so much
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~18 38 93 149 204 Temp. °C

Fic. 17. Hardness of composition metal at elevated temperatures
A: Slug casting metal | B: Monotype metal

softer, the best results can only be obtained by careful
selection of the mouldingpack and attention to moulding
press maintenance.
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In plastic moulding producing thermosetting moulds

high temperatures are inevitable and the nced for the

correct moulding conditions is still greater.
All of these processes, where high moulding pressure

is combined with high temperature, impose severe con-

ditions on the type. Despite its loss of hardness the metal

will usually stand up well enough to these conditions

provided that the type is sound.



METALS FOR SLUG CASTING

Merats for the Linotype and Intertype machines can

conveniently be considered together, since the require-
ments are so similar.

The casting conditions on these machines demand a

very fluid and mobile metal having a short freezingrange.
The metal is injectedinto the mould through a horizontal

mouthpiece; after the slughas solidified metal remaining
in the mouthpiecemust flow back freely.

Furthermore, to obtain speed of casting it is essential

that the metal shall solidifyrapidlyafter it has entered the

mould, Rapid solidification of the largebody necessitates

the use of an alloy which can be cast at a comparatively
low temperature.

These requirements are met by using alloysclose to the

eutectic in composition. The tin content may vary be-

tween 2% and 5%; the antimony content should not be

less than 11% nor should it exceed 12%, otherwise there

may be difficultyin casting.
There is—as explainedlater—a generaltendencyfor the

antimony content of slug casting metal to rise with re-

peated remelting. To offset this, it is recommended that

additions of new metal to the stock should contain only
11% of antimony: as a result the stock should stabilize

safelyat under 12% of antimony. The alloysmost gener-

ally used are 3% tin, 11% antimony, 86% lead, and 4%
tin, 11% antimony, 85% lead.

The higher tin content in the second specificationhelps
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towards a finer face on the slug, and is the recommended

specification.
The casting conditions on slug casting machines, there-

fore, necessitate using an alloy which is not so hard as

other type metals. Some compensation is obtained from

the support provided by the long slug. In addition, for

slugswhich have to withstand the pressure of moulding,
solidityis more important than the hardness of the metal.

The alloysmentioned have been adoptedgenerallyas

standard. Particulars of the melting-pointsand hardness

are given in the table, which also includes other alloys
which have been used for slugcasting.

Cape
Completely| Completely| Solidification Brinell

Tin Antimony liquid solid range Hardness

% % *p oO, °F, 8G. | RG: No.

2 Ir 478 248 463 2305 | 15 8S 18°5

S Ir 477 247 463 239°5 14, Te, T9°S

3 12 470 243 | 463 2395 | 7 3:5 20:0

3 13 492 255°5 | 463 239°5 | 29 16-0 210

4 Io 485 251°§ | 463 239°5 22 120 20°5

4 Ir 477 247 | 463 2395 | 14 -7°S 215

4 12 463 239°5 | 463 239°5 |
— — 22:0

S Il 475 246 463 239°5 12 6-5 220

Alloys containing as much as 13% antimony have

occasionallybeen used in the hope of obtaining harder

slugs.These alloysrequirea higherworking temperature,
and it is less likely that solid slugswill be produced.Their

use is not now recommended on slugcasting machines.

Casting conditions. In practice, casting temperatures

vary between 520° and 550° F.

Machines vary one from another, but best results are

C 8762 D
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usually obtained at casting temperatures of 530° F. to

550° F. At lower temperatures there is a tendency for

solidification to occur inside the mouthpiece,which may,
in consequence, become choked. Furthermore, the metal

solidifies so quicklyagainst the matrix that there is little

time for air to escape; hollow characters may result which

sink under the moulding pressure.
The mouthpieceand throat are heated to minimize the

loss of heat and consequent chillingof the casting stream.

Some operators prefer to work with the metal in the pot
at a lower temperature, which permits higher casting
rates, and with a high throat temperature to compensate
for it, but this arrangement is not advisable; experiment
and experience confirm that hollow characters are more

prevalentwith low casting temperatures. At the other ex-

treme, if the metal is too hot when it enters the mould

splashingresults, or solidification is not completedby the

time the plungerreturns and the metal still liquid is sucked

back, leavinghollow feet.

Solidity. For slugsto be solid there must be a full flow

of metal into the mould; the throat and mouthpieceholes

must be quite clear.

There must be amplepressure behind the metal stream;

this entails a well-fittingplunger,adequatetension on the

plungerspring, alignment of mould with mouthpiece,and

maintenance of the correct level of metal in the pot.
Air must be able to escape freelyfrom the mould as the

metal is pumped in: the air grooves must be clear.

Depreciation of slug-casting metal. Depreciation in

the quality of printing metals, that is the loss of tin and

antimony through constant remelting, is dealt with on
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pp. 60-66, but it is desirable to note at this stage that the

remelting of slug-castingmetal results in a slight fall in

the tin content though not in the antimony content.

It is not uncommon in fact to find that the proportion
of antimony increases slightly.This is especiallythe case

in offices handling mixed formes containing ‘Monotype’
or founders type in addition to slugs:only a small amount

of ‘Monotype’mixed in with slug metal will produce a

significant increase in the antimony content. In such
offices particular care must be taken to see that the anti-

mony content of slugmetal doesnot get dangerouslyhigh.
Typograph metal. In the Typograph machine the

metal is cast through a slot instead of through mouthpiece
holes. It is possible to cast a metal containing 12-13%
antimony, but the use of a standard slug-castingalloy is

recommended.

Metal for Ludlow machines. It is usuallymost con-

venient to use standard slug-castingmetal on the Ludlow

machine, but a wide range of alloys can be cast, and

Monotype metal is sometimes used to avoid the necessity
of sorting.

Although a Ludlow slug has a substantial body the
harder metal may be used because the mould is water-

cooled.

When a separate metal is desired the composition 4%
tin, 11% antimony, balance lead, will give excellent results.

Metal for Elrod machines. Standard slug casting
metal is suitable for casting leads on the Elrod machine.

Metal for Nebitype machines. Standard slugcasting
metals or Monotype compositionmetals are used for these
machines with good results,
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Tuer harder metal which is used for ‘Monotype’ has

superior resistance to wear in printing. The rich alloypro-
vides a fine face to the type, especiallywhen the pro-

portion of tin is high.
Metals for ‘Monotype’composition contain from 6 to

10% tin, 15 to 19% antimony, balance lead. The pro-

portion of tin is usuallydetermined on economic grounds,
though 7% should be regarded as the minimum. In equal
conditions the higher proportions of tin produce better

and tougher type.
For routine work the antimony content should not ex-

ceed 17%. With higherantimony contents particularcare

is needed if the production of solid type is to be main-

tained. Even though the alloy is harder, yet, if the type is

not sufficientlysolid, it will not stand up to wear as well

as type which contains less antimony but is more solid.

The recommended alloysare as follows:

7% tin, 15% antimony, or 8% tin, 15% antimony,
for generalcomposition work.

to% tin, 15% antimony, or 10% tin, 16% antimony,
for composition work where fine printing and long
runs are required,for type in case, and for reproduc-
tion proofs. These grades are also recommended for

type which has to be hot moulded.

13% tin, 17% antimony. A specialalloy for high-
grade printing where good wearing qualities and

excellence of face are of paramount importance.
It should be remembered that, when using the lower or
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softer gradesof Monotype metal, corrections will show

up when introduced after a comparatively short run, the

new type revealing that the old type has worn slightly
even though it is still printing clearly.When it is known

that a job, such as a catalogue or time-table, will be re-

printed with corrections or additions, it is wise to use a

high-grademetal.

The properties of these and other specificationsused for

‘Monotype’machine composition are given in the table.

Coniposition
Completely | Completely| Solidification Brinell

Tin Antimony liquid solid range Hardness

oe % on °G. eR (Ge | cr: °G: No.

6 uy $02 261 403 239°5 39 21°5 23

6 16 $27 275 | 463 230°5 | 64 35'S 23

7 Is $03 261°5 | 463 239°5 | 40 9 22 24,

8 15 505 263 | 463 239°5 | 42 23'S 25

8 17 $20 271 | 463 2395 | $7 31'S 27

9 19 $46 285°5 | 463 239°5 | 83 46 28°5
10 15 $18 270 463 239°5 | 55 30°5 26

10 16 $25 274 | 463 239°5 | 62 34°5 27

13 17 $42 283 463 239°5 | 79 = 43°5 29°5

Casting conditions. There must be correlation be-

tween:

1. Composition of metal.
2. Casting temperature.
3. Speed of casting.
4. Size of type.
5. Rate of water-cooling.
The relationshipbetween 3, 4, and § is generallyrecog-

nized and standardized. The interactions between 1, 2, and

3 should be considered in more detail.
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For the casting temperature, a range of 650-720° F. is

necessary, varying not only with the size of type being
cast but also with the composition of the metal.

The casting conditions must be arranged so that after
each cast, and immediatelybefore the return stroke of the

pump, the type is solid but the metal remaining in the
nozzle is still Auid.

These requirements are readily reconciled if the
solidification range of the alloy is not undulylarge. Thus
the alloys7% tin, 15% antimony, 78% lead and 10% tin,
16% antimony, 74% lead, solidifywhile the tempera-
ture is falling through 40° and 62° F. respectivelyand
uniform casting conditions can be maintained on the
machine.

Compare them with, for example,the hard metal 18%
tin, 27% antimony, §5% lead. This commences to solidify
at 646° F, and is solid at 463° F.—a range of 183° F. By the
time the foot of the type is solid in the mould, the metal in.
the nozzle will alreadyhave cooled below 646° F. and will
have started to deposit tin-antimony crystals. Since the
head of the casting stream is constantly in a pasty con-

dition, the type is likely to be unsound and have a frosty
face. The build-upof a crystallinedepositwill eventually
block the flow of metal.

Clearly,alloyshavinga very longfreezingrange cannot

be recommended for general composition work.
Even with the normal composition metals external in-

fluences may upset the temperature balance. Thus the
additional cooling occurring in colder weather or pro-
duced by a draught blowing across the machine may so

chill the nozzle that casting is affected,
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Speed of casting. It is not alwaysrecognizedthat the

temperature of the mould, which, has an important bear-

ing on the product, is affected not only by the temperature
of the metal and the rate of water-coolingbut also by the

speedof casting. A machine which is run too slowlywill

result in a cool mould and chilled or frosty type will

be produced. The speeds recommended by the makers

should be adhered to, allowance being made, when

casting from harder metals, for their higher working
temperature.

Temperature. Automatic temperature control re-

presents the ideal. It must be recognized,however, that

the temperature of the metal in the pot is not uniform.

Local cooling is produced by conduction of heat away

through the nozzle to the mould, by the return of the solid

jet pieces, and by the feedingof fresh metal.

Thus while the temperature may be generally satis-

factory, there may be cold spots where separation of crys-
tals occurs, leading to the formation of a scum on the

surface.

Chilled metal should never be skimmed. Ifa scum forms

the temperature should first be raised to 730° F. and the

metal thoroughly stirred to redissolve the crystals.
Feed the pot regularly. With all casting machines it is

important to add metal to the pots regularly and in small

amounts to ensure rapid melting and to minimize fluctua-

tions of temperature. Most modern machines have auto-

matic feeders, but when the metal is fed by hand it is

advisable to ‘preheat’it on the side of the pot. Stir the

metal frequently,especiallywhen fresh ingot metal has

recentlybeen added.
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Maintenance of the correct level in the pot will materi-

ally assist in keeping the nozzle hot and will also allow

the absorption of fresh metal without undue drop in

temperature.
Metal for case type. When casting type for the case

which is intended for use in more than one job it is desir-

able that the metal should be as hard and tough as practic-
able in order to provide the maximum resistance to

abrasion. The following are some alloyswhich are used

for this purpose:

Composition
Completely| Completely| Solidification Brinell

Tin Antimony liquid solid range Hardness

% % Ge Gon Ga Yor! || OP eo} No.

9 19 546 285-5 | 463 239°5 83 46 28°5
12 24 608 320 463 239°5 145 80-5 33

13 17 $42 283 | 463 239°5 79 43°S 29°5

15 25 630 332 | 463 239°5 | 167 92-5 36
18 27 646 341 463 239°5 183 IOI'S 38

Many offices use one grade of metal only for com-

position machines and ‘Supercasters’and the specification
recommended for this dual purpose is 10% tin, 16% anti-

mony, 74% lead.

Difficulties associated with the use of hard metals are

overcome on the ‘Supercaster’by the nozzle-seatingtim-

ing device which permits close control of the dwell of

the nozzle in the mould.

Metal for casting leads on the ‘Monotype’ machine.
It is possibleto use a lower grade and, therefore, cheaper
alloy for casting leads and other spacing material on the

‘Monotype’machine; the chief advantage, however, in
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casting spacing material on the ‘Monotype’is to save dis-

tribution, and this advantagecan onlybe secured by using
the same metal for leads, &c., as for type. Ifa lower grade
metal be used it is essential that the leads should be picked
out, and not remelted with the type, in order to avoid

lowering the composition of the Monotype metal, and in

these circumstances it is cheaperto buy leads manufactured

by mass-productionmethods than to make them on the

‘Monotype’machine. If, however, circumstances demand

that a cheapermetal be used for the purpose, it can suitably
contain 2-5% tin, 10-15% antimony, balance lead.

Metal for casting rule on the ‘Monotype’ machine.

There is the same advantagein using composition metal

for rule as for leads, viz. that the rule can be remelted with

the type. Rule is a printing surface and spacing material is

not, and a low-grade metal will not cast satisfactoryrule;
the recommended alloy is 10% tin, 16% antimony.
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A CERTAIN amount of type is still cast on type-casting
machines for handsetting.

Long life is expectedfrom this class of type. The use of

a metal rich in tin and antimony provideshard-wearing
type and reduces the need for frequent recasting.

Typical specificationsare:

competiona Completely CompletelySolidification
Tin Antimony liquid solid range

% % oR. Gas ee 2G | cH eG:

13 25 616 32475 | 463 2395 | 153 85

14 27 635 335. | 463, 239°S | 172 95'S

18 28 629 332 463 239°5 166 92:5

22 27 626 330 463 2395 163 90'S

20 20 573 300%S | 463 239°5 | ILO 61

It will be noted that an increase in the proportion of

antimony requires an increase in the proportion of tin. If

a metal with a low tin content is taken and continued

additions of antimony are made, the hardness of the metal

will only be increased very slowly after a certain point;
similarly,continued additions of tin to a metal containing
a low proportion of antimony only improve the hardness

to a small extent. To obtain substantial increases in hard-

ness the proportions of tin and antimony must be raised

together. It is interesting to record that the English type
founders generally followed this practice long before

metallurgistsrevealed its theoretical soundness.
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Casting conditions. Type-casting machines are de-

signedto overcome the difficulties associated with the use

of hard metals. The type is cast in a horizontal position.
The temperature of the metal, nozzle, and mould can be

kept high. The metal has only to travel a short distance on

casting.

Speed of casting must be slow enough to allow suffi-

cient time for solidification of the highmelting-pointalloy.
Copper in type-casting metals. The introduction of

copper substantially increases the hardness and wear

resistance of hard metals.

If the copper content is held carefully at a safe level it

remains dissolved in the molten alloy at the normal

melting-point and is without detriment to the casting
properties. J

The amount of copper which may safely be added

varies with the tin and antimony contents of the alloy;
with 10% tin, 24% antimony it is 0-5%; with 24% tin,

24% antimony it is 1+3%.
It must be clearly understood that such additions are

only valuable in these rich alloys. Copper in metals for

composing machines may cause endless trouble. Thus in

slug-castingmetal a copper content of 0-1% is alreadyat

a dangerous level because the alloy cannot retain much

copper in solution at the casting temperature.

Casting script. For casting script and other kerned

type it is desirable that the metal should be very fluid and

tough. These qualitiesare achieved by using an unusually
high proportion of tin to antimony content. The alloy
20% tin, 20% antimony, and 0°8% of copper is excellent

for the purpose.
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STEREOTYPING differs from other type-casting pro-
cesses in the size of the cast, the flow of the metal, and

the use of a non-metallic mould surface. The nature of

flong imposes a limit on the casting temperature which

can be employed,and this in turn makes alloys of high
melting-point difficult to use, particularly in casting
machines.

The properties of typical alloys used for stereotyping
are as follows:

Composition
—__—_—_——| Conipletely| Completely| Solidification Brinell

Tin Antimony liquid solid range Hardness

% % “Fa, | RPC: oF. °C, No.

5 15 509 265 463 239°5 46 25°5 23°0

6 15 $02 261 463 239°5 390-215 235

7 15 $03 261°5 | 463 239°5 40 22 24:0

8 15 505 263 463 239°5 42 23°S 25$°0

9 15 $09 265 | 463 239°5 46 255 25'S
10 1s $18 270 463 239°5 $5 30°S 26:0

Metal for casting stereos, both flat and rotary, should

contain 5—10%tin, 15% antimony, balance lead. The pro-

portion of tin is often dictated by economic factors, but for

long runs at least 7-8% is desirable. For platesof the high-
est quality and wear resistance the alloy recommended is

10% tin, 15% antimony, 75% lead. At times slightly
higher proportions of antimony have been used for cast-

ing stereo plates,but this is not recommended; experience
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has amply proved that stereo platescontaining 15% anti-

mony will stand the stresses on fast-running presses, and

that toughness can be obtained by the inclusion of an

adequateproportion of tin.

Lower antimony contents—13}%— are common in

American practice. The casting temperature can be lower,
thus facilitatinghigh rates of casting. There is a material

reduction in the wear resistance, however, and a change to

such a low content should be made only ifit is dictated by
the casting conditions.

Casting temperatures. In the hand casting of flat

platesthe metal is cooled in the ladle below the liquidus
temperature before casting. The metal in the pot should

of course be kept completelymolten to avoid separation
of tin-antimony crystals; a temperature of 560° F. is

recommended, i.e. approximately50° F. above the liqui-
dus temperature of the metal.

The majority of stereo casting machines are water-

cooled, and stereo metal in the pot has to be at a higher
temperature than for hand-casting to ensure sufficient

fluidityof the metal in the casting box. In addition, if the

metal is pumped from the pot to the casting box some of

its heat is lost. The casting temperature should generally
not exceed 600° F., but there must be sufficient heating
capacity to maintain the pot temperature without undue

fluctuations when black platesor new ingots are being
added.

Temperature during standby periods. Freezing and

separationof tin-antimony crystalsfrom stereo metal con-

taining 10% tin, 15% antimony, 75% lead, commence on

cooling to 518° F. During standby periodsthe tempera-
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ture of the metal should be maintained above this figure,
otherwise separation will take place and it will sub-

sequently be difficult to redissolve all the separated crys-
tals. Before casting is recommenced the temperature
should be raised rapidly to the casting temperature and
the metal thoroughlystirred in order to take into solution

any crystalswhich may have separated.
The stirrer should not be started until the metal has

heated up again; otherwise there is the danger that

crystalswill become entangledwith the dross.
The importance of the ‘tail’. A stereo plate should be

cast with a substantial ‘tail’. (The term ‘tail’ is commonly
used in the printing trade, though engineers and metal
founders call it a ‘head’.)This provides a pressure which
forces the metal beneath into the detail of the mould.

Equally important is its effect in supplying a reservoir

of metal which remains molten until all the plate is

solid.

Shrinkage of solidifying metal. As the metal solidi-
fies it shrinks in volume by about 2%. This is quite distinct
from the contraction of the solid metal as it cools subse-

quently to room temperature.!
The effects of shrinkagecan clearlybe seen when an

ingot of stereo metal is cast. The metal sets first on the
bottom and sides, where it is in contact with the cold

mould, thus forminga solid shell. The remainder of the
metal solidifies—and shrinks—inside this shell; as solidifi-
cation proceedsinwards the shrinkagein volume causes the

' Contraction of the solid metal is important to the stereotyper
in another connexion, In conjunction with the shrinkageof the

matrix, it determines the final size of the plate.
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level of the fluid metal to fall progressively.In this way

the familiar depression is formed on the top of the

ingot.
After a while the outside of the ingot is hard but the

centre is mushy, a mixture of solid crystalswith still liquid
metal. By this time the crystalsare so packed that there

can be little further fall in the generalsurface level; but

the shrinkagecontinues as the last metal solidifies. There-

fore, the remaining liquid is drawn away from the surface

crystals,leaving small cavities between them.

Ifa broken ingot of metal is examined the last portion
to solidify often looks spongy; the cavities left by the

shrinkagemay extend well below the surface.

Shrinkage in stereo casting. Shrinkage then leaves

cavities in the last portion of the metal to solidify.An

effective tail feeds the shrinkagein the plate; any cavities

will be in the tail, not in the plate.
In normal conditions a plate starts to set at the bottom.

When this first metal solidifies it shrinks, thus causing
the level of liquidmetal in the box to fall. As solidification

proceedsup the plate so the shrinkageis ‘fed’ by liquid
from above. Towards the end the metal in the tail is in a

pasty condition and the withdrawal of liquid from this to

feed the shrinkagebelow leaves the tail porous.
The tail must continue to feed the plateuntil the latter

has set completely.The practiceof using a ‘bolster’ above

the matrix is valuable; it helps to keep the feed channels

open by retarding the cooling of the metal immediately
above the plate.

Irregular cooling. For perfectfeedingthe plateshould

solidifyregularlyfrom the bottom upwards.With a body
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of metal as large as a stereo plate cooling cannot be per-

fectly regular.
The embossing of the matrix produced by the im-

pression of the forme is one cause of irregular cooling.
As the plate cools heat must travel outwards. Heat is ex-

tracted more quickly through the parts of the matrix

which are in direct contact with the box. Other parts of

the matrix—those which form the ‘whites’—are held

away from the box; coolinghere is slower.

Thus the metal in a white may remain liquid after all

around has solidified. This last liquid, cut off from sup-

plies of feed metal, will contain cavities.

Cokey face. The appearance of shrinkage cavities on

the face of the plate producesthe condition known as

‘cokeyface’. It will be clear from the above explanation
why cokey face usuallyappears in the whites.

When cooling is delayedover a larger area the cokiness

may be more widespread.This may happen, for example,
if one part of the box is hotter than the rest or if a section

of the matrix is overheated by the flow of metal into the

box.

Wherever a pocketof liquidmetal is left liquidafter the

surrounding metal has set, cokey face may appear. But it

need not do so. If the metal at the face solidifies while

there is still liquidmetal behind it the face will be fed from

behind and will be solid. Shrinkagecavities will then be

dispersedinto the body.
The more the metal can be encouragedto solidifyfirst

on the face, the more deeply are the cavities thrust harm-

lesslyaway into the body of the plate.
Sinks. If a large area of the platelagsfar behind the rest
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in cooling the total shrinkageon solidification may be so

great as to draw the face bodily inwards, producing a

‘sink’.

The cooling conditions must be seriouslyupset for this

to occur. One cause is the impingement of the metal

stream on one spot on the matrix, particularlyif the cast-

ing temperature is high; another, the localized growth of

scale in a water-cooled casting-box,producing a hot spot
on the box and thereby delaying the cooling of the

adjacentmetal.

Casting conditions in stereotyping. The golden
rule in stereotyping is cool metal and a hot box. This can-

not be too strongly emphasized,because neglect of the

rule is the most frequentcause of defective plates.The box

should be hot enough to make it uncomfortable to keep
one’s hand on it.

To secure satisfactoryplatesthe ideal is regularprogres-
sive solidification from the bottom upwards.Since this is

often upset by irregularitiesin cooling, the metal at the

face should be encouragedto solidifyahead of the metal

in the body of the plate. The face will then be perfectly
fed and any shrinkage cavities which occur will be to-

wards the back of the plate.
This second aim is difficult to maintain. because flong is

a poor conductor of heat and thus tends to delay the

solidification of the metal in contact with it. The object
of using a casting-boardwhen pouring flat plates is to

delay solidification at the back also and thus to avoid

drawing feed metal from the face; the same result is

achieved on rotaries by working with a hot box.

In rapidlyoperatedrotary casting-boxeswater-cooling
© 8762 EB
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is necessary, not to keep the casting-boxcold, but to pre-
vent it from overheating.

It is easier to obtain a good casting in a thick platethan

in a thinner one; a 12-pt. stereo plate is usuallysounder

than a 10-pt. plate.
Cast stereo plates with cool metal. The approachto

the condition in which the metal would solidifyfirst on

the face of the mould is assisted by casting the metal at as

low a temperature as possible.Then solidification takes

place rapidly throughout the plate and does not leave a

more fluid portion near the face which may developcon-

traction cavities.

Slow cooling producesa coarse structure. A further

objection to high casting temperatures is that the metal

may have a coarse structure; with the slow cooling the

tin-antimony crystalsgrow large and may separate into

clusters. Plates then tend to be brittle and to wear unevenly.
With rapid solidification the tin-antimony crystalsare

fine and uniformlydistributed throughout the plate.
At the other extreme, if the metal is cast at too low a

temperature it will not flow freely over the matrix sur-

face, leaving chill marks and frostiness.

Porosity due to entrapped air. When a plate is

poured a certain amount of air is entrained with the metal.

Some escapes upwardsbefore the metal solidifies; the rest

is trapped in the plate.
The air rises through the most fluid portion of the

metal. Those casting conditions which encourage the

metal to solidify first at the face also help to channel

the rising air bubbles away from the face and into the

body of the plate where they are less harmful.

Fic. 18. Section through Stereo plate. Porosity caused by
entrappedair bubbles

Fic. 19. Section through Stereo plate. Shrinkagecavities in the

metal producing cokey face
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2% tin

3% antimony
95% lead

The main constituent is lead with a small pro-

portion of cutectic surrounding the primary
crystals

Magnification: 100 times
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Impurities such as copper which tend to make the metal
less fluid obstruct the escape of air and increase the

porosity.
Entrapped air bubbles are a source of weakness in plates.

They are rarelypresent in flat platescast by hand when the
metal enters the box in a smooth stream. In rotary casting-
boxes metal pumped in at high speedis inevitablyacrated,
but unless cooling is over-rapid there is time for most of
the air to escape.

If plates are honeycombedwith air bubbles the reason

may be

(4) Distortion or misalignmentof the spout producing
a turbulent cascade of metal into the box.

(b) Excessive coolingpreventing free escape of the air.

Solid metal mounts. It is customary and convenient
to cast solid metal mounts for internal use in stereo metal.
A cheapermetal will serve the purpose and if a separate
metal is required the composition 2% tin, 10% antimony,
88% lead is recommended.
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Tue requirements for metal for backing electro shells are

that on casting it shall bond firmly with the tinned shell

and providea solid support for the surface, and that on the

press it should have adequate strength to resist compres-

sion. As the wear on the plateis borne by the shell there is

no advantage in using a hard backing metal. Too hard a

metal makes slabbing more difficult if not impossible.
Electro backing metal is the only printing alloy which

is substantiallybelow the eutectic in composition. The

alloys in generaluse contain 2-4% tin, 2-4% antimony,
balance lead.

The properties of typicalalloys are as follows:

Composition oe ,

Completely| Completely| Solidification Brinell

Tin Antimony liquid solid range Hardness

% % SH 2G) 1| 2B: 2G: She AG, No.

2 2 585 307 | 463 239°5 122 67°5 100

2 3 $72 300 | 463 239°5 109 = 60° Ilo

3 3 $63 295 } 463 239°5 | 100 $5°5 120

4 4 545 285 | 463 239°5 82 45'S 13'S

When electro plates have to be curved after being
backed-up it is advisable to limit the antimony content to

a maximum of 3%.
Casting conditions in backing. The shell must be

tinned to providethe bond with the backing metal which

is essential for firm support. Additionally,the tinned coat-

ing assists the flow of the backing metal so that it more
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surely displacesair or flux in the recesses of the shell

which might otherwise cause soft spots.
The shell is first fluxed to remove any oxide on the cop-

per, thus producinga chemicallyclean surface with which,
the tin can alloy. A shect of tin or solder foil is laid on the

heated shell and allowed to melt. Alternatively, the shell

may be pre-tinnedby electro plating, but care must be

taken that an adequate thickness is deposited.
Before backing-up the shell should be hot enough to

keep the tinned coating molten. Overheating causes the

tin to become seriouslyoxidized or ‘burnt’ and ruins the

bond between shell and backing.
New processes have been developedwith the objectsof

producing a denser backing and truer surface. In one the

plate is pressedbetween platens after the metal has been
cast. The centrifugalprocess has been introduced for the

backing of curved shells. The shell is placed inside a

cylindricalbox and rotated at high speed;when themetal
is poured in, the centrifugalaction producesa powerful
thrust many times the force of gravity.

Age hardening. After being cast some metals become

harder in course of time. This occurs with electro backing
metal. Experiments show that these alloysachieve maxi-

mum hardness about 48 hours after casting. Backing
metals containing the higher proportions of tin harden

mote rapidly.



QUALITY AND THE EFFECT

OF IMPURITIES

A Goop printing metal should be:

(a) accurate to specification;
(6) made from high-grade materials, so that it is free

from harmful impurities;
(c)properly alloyed, so that it is thoroughly mixed,

and free from oxides.

Manufacture. By using low-gradematerials and by
short-cuts in the manufacturingprocess it is possiblefor
the manufacturer to produce more cheaply; the resultant
metal may not necessarilydiffer greatlyin appearance, nor

may an analysisreveal divergencefrom the specifiedpro-
portions of tin and antimony, but the working properties
are not likely to please the printer. Impurities or poor
mixing produce bad castings, choked mouthpieces,and
excessive dross; it is true also that the proportions of tin

and antimony in such a metal depreciatemore quickly.
‘There is, unfortunately,no ready means of detecting

poor metal by appearance. The safe plan is to buy from a

reliable and experiencedmanufacturer who appreciates
this possibilityand protects the printer.

Cost. Unlike paper and ink, printing metal remains for
further service when the job has been completed.The real
cost is the depreciationin weight and qualitywhich the
metal sustains as the resule of its use, and the labour and
fuel cost of remelting into ingots again.
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This chargeis only a small proportion of the labour and

machine chargefor composing and casting. It is virtually
a negligiblefactor compared to the cost of the printed
job, including the paper and ink, make-ready,proofing,
and printing. Further, if delays are caused through faults

in the slugs,type, or plates,additional labour and machine

costs can be incurred.

It is wise, therefore, not only to use good qualitymetal,
but also to choose the best specification for the job
irrespective of first cost. The extra expenditure is small

comparedwith the advantagesin the machine room of

sharp, hard-wearing type or plates.
Equally, it is clear that once the right metal has been

bought it pays to maintain the standards of purity and

composition, either by careful remelting and reviving or

by having the metal refined by the manufacturer.
Appearance of printing metals. Printing metals,

when molten and freshlyskimmed, should have a bright
mirror-like surface. This may presentlybe broken by hair

lines, like a spider’sweb. Some impurities affect the

appearance of the molten surface; a small trace of zinc,

for example,will cause the mirror of a freshlyskimmed

surface to cloud over almost immediately.
Impurities in metals. Although great progress has

been made recently in the metallurgy and refining of

metals, no metals in common use are entirely free from

impurities.
Most of the metals can be obtained today in a state of

high purity such as 99:99% if the need requires, but so-

called pure metals in commercial use may contain oT,

0°25, or even 1% of impurities. For many purposes it is
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not the total but the character and amount of individual

impurities which is of importance to the user.

Some impurities can be tolerated within certain limits,
which is fortunate because contamination can so easily
occur when a metal is continuallyremelted. Others, like

zinc, are extremely harmful in printing metals and even

in minute quantities make it impossibleto secure satis-

factory castings.
Copper. Copper is the impurity most commonly

found in printing metals, from contamination with cut-

tings from half-tones, shells, and brass rule.

Copper is slowlytaken into solution by molten printing
metals and on continued remeltingthe copper content of

the stock graduallyrises.

A small proportion of copper in slugcasting or Mono-

type composition metal is harmless. Above this propor-
tion the copper forms a compound with antimony. This

compound crystallizesas flat leaf-like crystalswhich are

very hard and which freeze out of solution at a tempera-
ture higherthan the first freezing-pointof the type metal.

Even when the quantity of such crystalsis small they tend

to concentrate in the throat or mouthpiece of the casting
machine as the metal flows past.

The build-up is cumulative and ultimatelythe choking
becomes so pronounced as to stop casting.

Copper then must be regarded as an injurious impurity
in metals for mechanical composition and great care

should be taken to ensure that it is not introduced into the

melting-pot when remelting slugsand type.
In metals used for founder’s type copper is often inten-

tionally added since it hardens the metal. These metals

Fic. 21. Photomicrograph of Monotype metal

contaminated with 0-5% of copper. The long
straight ‘needles’ are in reality sections cut

through flake-shapedcrystals of copper-anti-
mony compound

Magnification: 250 times
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have high antimony contents and can hold up to 1% or

even more of copper (dependingon the antimony con-

tent) in solution at the comparativelyhigh casting tem-

peratures which are employed.
A frequentcause of trouble in the past was the habit of

attempting to enrich composition metal by addinga pro-

portion of old founder’s type. The motive was good for

most old type is rich in tin and antimony; unfortunately
it contains copper as well.

Nickel. Nickel in a printing metal has an effect simi-

lar to that of copper but more pronounced. Nickel in

quite small proportions will cause trouble on compos-

ing machines. The compound of nickel and antimony
which is formed has a relativelyhigh melting-pointand

readily settles out on the cooler parts of the metal

passages.
Similar conditions do not exist in the casting of plates

and nickel is therefore less harmful in stereo metal. Never-

theless, it tends to cause formation of scum and it must still
be regarded as an objectionableimpurity.

Contamination is most likelyto arise from the remelting
of plated stereos. Fortunately,nickel does not dissolve

readilyin molten type metals; if in remeltingcare is taken
to avoid overheating,and the shells are skimmed off as

soon as possible,no harm should be done.
Zinc. This is the impurity which can cause the most

serious trouble in practice,
Zinc is used in quantity in printing offices; in a more

or less pure form as zincos and alloyed in brass rule. The

dangeris that a few thousandths of 1% of zinc in a print-
ing metal is sufficient to ruin the casting quality.

eee ee
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Small cuttings and sawings are most liable to cause

contamination. Although zinc has a melting-point of

787° F., appreciablyabove normal working temperature,
it will nevertheless be dissolved if it remains in. contact

with molten printing metal. Brass is more resistant but

may be absorbed if rule is chargedinto the remelting-pot.
The effect of zinc in a printing metal is to foster the

formation ofa thick tough oxide skin wherever the molten

metal is exposedto the air. The amount of dross is thereby
directlyincreased and worse, the strong skin tends to en-

close drops of molten metal. However well the fluxing
be carried out the dross skimmed off is not a fine dry
powder, but ‘fat’ or scum containing a good deal of en-

tangledmetal.

Just as serious is the effect on the quality of the cast type
or plates.Sharpnessof reproductiondependson the pene-
tration of the metal into the farthermost recesses of the

mould. When zinc is present flow is sluggishand the oxide

skin holds the metal back, preventing deep penetration
into fine detail.

Fortunately,the presence of zinc is immediatelymani-

fest in the appearance of the metal. Clean molten printing
metal should show a perfectlyclear mirror surface when

it is skimmed. On the other hand, metal contaminated

with zinc will not dross off cleanly.A skimmer drawn

through the surface dragsthe skin alongwith it; the metal

behind has a thick pasty appearance because a new skin

forms immediately.
If a batch of remelted metal is thought to be contami-

nated it should be isolated. before the trouble spreadsand

returned to the refiner. Zinc is not easilyremoved with
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the plant available in a printing works. Prevention is easier

as well as better than cure.

Aluminium is somewhat similar to zinc in its effects.

While it is not easilydissolved by molten printing metals,
care should be taken to keep any aluminium out of the

dross bin and the remelting-pot.Milk bottle tops are often

an unsuspectedsource of this metal.

Iron. Iron in small traces is a common impurity; when

it is realized that iron is generallycontained in the original
ores, is used in the extraction of the metals, and further,
that the alloys are mixed and remelted in iron pots, it

would be surprising ifsome small proportion of iron were

not present. There also occurs a gradual absorption of

minute quantities from the melting-potsof composing
machines and stereo plants. The trace of iron normally
present is not harmful.

Oxides. Oxides, ie. dross in fine particles, must be

regarded as impurities and moreover are difficult to

discover by analysis.A tiny particle of oxidized metal

acts as a nucleus; the surroundingmetal adheres to it and

is contaminated by it, thus increasing the formation of

dross. This oxidized metal will choke the mouthpiecesand

nozzles of composing machines. Careful cleaning and

ingotting of the metal, as described on pp. 67-69, will

ensure that the oxides are not carried forward to the

casting-pots.

i
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MELTING LOSS, FLUXES, AND

DEPRECIATION

PRINTING metals when molten oxidize where they are

exposed to the air. The skin forming on the surface is

composed.of oxides of lead, antimony, and tin. Left by
itself the molten alloy does not oxidize very rapidly; the

skin once formed providessome protection against further

oxidation by the air in normal conditions.

In practice, however, the surface is frequentlydisturbed.

Fresh metal is then exposedto oxidation and droplets of

metal become entangledwith the oxide. The resultant

mixture of oxide and metal constitutes ‘dross’. The bulk

of the dross is further increased by the carbonaceous resi-

dues from ink and paper and like materials which burn

when the metal is remelted.

Some dross is inevitably formed whenever metal is

melted, but any excess represents waste. Lighter drosses

are the reward of cleanliness and care in working the

metal. This applies throughout all melting and casting
operations but has particular force in remelting.

How to reduce melting loss. Any foreign matter

which might harm the metal or unnecessarilyincrease the

bulk of the dross should be kept out of the remelting-pot.
Metallic impurities like zinc, besides spoilingthe casting
properties also producea thick scum on the surface, which

heavilyincreases the amount of dross.

Careful control of working temperature is essential.

Prolongedoverheatingseriouslyincreases the loss of metal

by oxidation. On the other hand, if the pot is skimmed
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cold, or before the metal is fullymelted, much good metal

is taken off with the dross.

Type and slugsusuallycontain air bubbles which are

released when the metal melts. Unless the temperature is

adequatethe bubbles do not escape completelybut form

a frothy scum at the surface. To break down this scum and

produce a clean separation of metal from dross the re-

melting-pot should be heated to s0-100° above the tem-

perature used on the casting machines.

Fluxes for printing metals. The use of a flux should

be regardedas an essential part of the operation of metal

melting.Not only does it help to clean the metal and thus

ensure good printing results, but it reduces the meltingloss

considerably.If flux is not used the dross skimmed. off

is probably much too heavy. A flux properly used will

release the good metal entangledwith the dross and so

reduce the wastage.
There are many materials which might be used as flux.

In selectingthe best, consideration has to be given to other

factors, beside their apparent effectiveness; some fluxes

contain ingredientswhich have a corrosive effect on cast

iron, steel, brass, and bronze, and these obviouslyshould

be used with care lest any flux is carried over to the com-

posing machines; others tend to remain entangled in the

metal for some time and to impede free flow.

Fluxes such as resin, tallow, butchers’ fat, etc., do not

ignite readily, and instead of burning with a hot flame

they form clouds of fumes which are in themselves ob-

jectionable and serve no useful purpose.
A flux for printing metals should have no volatile con-

stituents which are corrosive or injurious,and should leave
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no residue in the metal which might impede the action
of the pump plungers.Such a flux can be obtained in suit-
able tablets; it helps to disentangleany oxides and dirt
from the body of the metal and, by burning with hot

flame, appliesa high local temperature to the surface of the

metal, thus releasingthe good metal from the scum and.

leaving behind only a fine powder, which may then be
removed.

Depreciation. The dross skimmed from molten print-
ing metals contains slightlyhigherproportions of tin, and

usuallyof antimony, in relation to lead than the metal
itself. This is because:

(a) Althoughall three constituents suffer oxidation, tin,
and to a lesser degree antimony, are more quickly
oxidized than lead.

(b) Ifthe metal remains for any period in a semi-molten

condition, tin-antimony crystalstend to separate to

the surface. The crystalsdo not readilyreturn into

solution at normal working temperatures and are

liable to be skimmed off with the dross.
These two distinct effects combine to produce a

gradual depreciationof the tin and antimony con-

tents of the metal.

Reducing depreciation. The greater part of the loss
occurs during remelting and the precautions necessary to

keep losses low have already been outlined. The loss on

casting machines may, however, be considerable if care is

not taken.

It is advisable to melt the metal from cold as rapidly as

possible.Directlythe metal is moltenthe operator should
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stit the pot vigorously and also when fresh ingots are

added during the day. The object of these precautions is

to ensure that the tin-antimony crystalsare quicklytaken

into solution.

If separation of the rich constituents occurs, as evidenced

by the presence on the surface of the metal of a thick white

scum, do not skim this material off but raise the tempera-
ture of the metal and stir well. The temperature can safely
be raised for a brief period by 100° F. above the normal

casting temperature when, after vigorous stirring, the

separatedcrystalswill be redissolved.

A current of cold air passing over the surface of molten

metal encourages the formation of dross.

In stereo pots, as in composing machines, melt the metal

rapidly, stir frequently, and keep the hood of the pot
closed as much as possible.When stereo metal is kept
continuallymolten, as in dailynewspaper production, the

temperature should be maintained, when the pots are not

in use, above the level at which tin-antimony crystals
commence to separate.

Extent of depreciation. For estimating purposes it is

usuallyassumed that the total depreciationin weight and

composition of composing-machinemetals is 4% of the

value of the metal used; this estimate covers the double

operation of casting the type or slugsand remelting them
into ingots ready for use again. The figure of 4% is a safe

one to use for estimating purposes, but the works manager
should not be satisfied with it. By careful attention and with

first-qualitymetal the loss can be reduced to about 2-3%.
The result of depreciation. Unless the tin and anti-

mony which are lost during use are replaced,it is obvious
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that printing metal will graduallychange in composition
and the working qualitiesof the metal will be affected.
The regular addition of new metal to the old stock helps
partially to maintain the quality, but when insufficient
metal is added itis necessary to add reviving alloyregularly.

Reviving alloys. Experience has revealed the extent

of the average loss of tin and antimony each time a print-
ing metal is used, and on the basis of these figuresreviving
alloyshave been designedcontaining high proportions of
tin and antimony so adjustedthat the addition of $ Ib. per
cwt. of the alloyat each remeltingwill restore the tin and

antimony wastage. The regularaddition of this small quan-

tity of reviving alloyis recommended in preferenceto add-

ing a substantial quantity of reviver at irregular intervals.
Since some of the metal in printing works is locked up

for longperiods,while other metal is used again and again,
the qualityof the stock is liable to become irregular.This

tendency is not corrected by adding reviving alloy at

intervals to that part of the stock which happensto be in

circulation at the moment and not to the remainder. If,
on the other hand, a small proportion of ‘reviver’ is added
with cach potful of metal, as and when it is remelted, the
whole stock remains reasonablyuniform.

Different reviving alloysare necessary for various classes
of metal, because the rate of loss of tin and antimony
varies with the different metals. Thus certain reviving
alloysare made for Monotype and stereotype metals and
others for slug-castingmetals.

The case for the regular addition of reviving alloy to

composing-machine metal does not apply with quite the
same force to stereotype metal, especiallyin rotary stereo
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plants,where the whole of the stock is in regular use and
so depreciationis more uniform, and where new metal
is usually added regularly and becomes evenly mixed

through the stock. If the proportion of new metal is

sufficientlyhigh the standard can be maintained without

addingreviver, but if insufficient new metal is added a

small weeklyaddition of reviving alloy may be made to

each pot, the quantity and composition of the alloybeing
determined by the rate of depreciationrevealed byanalyses
over a period. Alternatively,depreciationmay be per-
mitted to an agreed level of composition before adding
reviving alloy.

Check assays. It is desirable that the qualityof all print-
ing metals should be checked byanalysesregularly.Where
metal is turned over quickly this should be done every
one or two months, In the average jobbing works it

should be sufficient to have a check analysismade every
six months. Reputablemetal suppliersare prepared to

analysemetal for their customers free of charge,and ad-

vantage should be taken of this valuable service. It avoids

guesswork and helps the printing works manager to

standardize methods and production.
Sampling. Great care is necessary to secure an accurate

sample. Unless the sample sent to the chemist is re-

presentative of the bulk the analysiswill be misleading
and possiblyworse than useless.

As a tule it is desired to know the average composition
of the metal beingused. The followingmethods of samp-
ling are then recommended:

Slugs.Take a slugfrom each of several machines on two

or three consecutive days.
© 8762 B
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Monotype. Take a few stamps from each machine on

two or three consecutive days.
Stereo plates.A section 2 inches square cut from a rotary

plate is an excellent sample:the platewill have been

cast when the metal is well stirred. A section of a flat

stereo is also satisfactoryif the metal is thoroughly
stirred before the plate is cast.

In all cases send the whole samplefor analysis;do not

remelt it first.

Sampling molten metal. The metal must be com-

pletelymolten and drossed off. Stir it thoroughly, then

immerse a small ladle in the metal for a minute to allow

it to heat up, dip out a small quantity—} Ib. is ample—
and pour it all quickly into a cool mould of thin flat sec-

tion. The rapid cooling of a sampleof this shapeavoids

segregation. No attempt should be made to trim the

sample in any way.

Sampling ingots. Select a proportion of the ingots,
say one in twenty, and take sawings from them. This

should be done by making three or four vertical saw-cuts

extendingfrom the side of the ingot to the centre, alter-

nate saw-cuts being taken from opposite sides.

The reason for this precaution is that no ingot is uni-

form; there is alwayssegregation within the ingot itself.

This segregation is severe with large ingots which cool

slowlyand slightwith thin flat ingots. Drillingsfrom the

top and bottom of any large ingot of type metal reveal

differences in composition. The method of sawing des-

cribed ensures fair samplingof the ingot. A corner knocked

off an ingot does not constitute a representative sample.

THE REMELTING OF SLUGS

AND TYPE

Ir is unwise to put slugs or type straight back into the

composing machines. They should alwaysbe remelted so

that clean ingots only are fed to the pots.
The work of remelting.1 There is no difficultyin this

work but it is an important task. Lack of care in remelting
can cause delayand expense in the composing machines.

It is best to train a man for the job and let him devote
all his time to it while the work of remeltingis in hand.
This is mentioned here because it is sometimes the prac-
tice to entrust the work to the latest junior, or to expect it

to be done by someone who is attempting to carry on

other duties at the same time.

Keep metals separate. Make sure that all the metal is

of the same grade. Slugs must be kept separate from

‘Monotype’;leads, metal furniture, stereos, and electros

should be carefullysorted and put to one side.

All ‘foreign’metals such as zincos, copper plates,and
brass rule must be rigorously excluded, as they would

introduce harmful impurities.
Founder’s type also should be kept out; besides having

a high content of antimony, such type frequentlycontains

a small amount of copper which is harmful in metal for

composing machines.

The melting-pot. Melting small quantities of metal is

1 A more complete descriptionis contained in EfficientRemelting
publishedby Fry’sMetals Ltd.
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inefficient in fucl and labour; more important, it increases

the liability to variation throughout the stock of metal.

The melting-pot should hold at least 500 Ib.

The pot may be heated either by gas or electricity.Gas

is cheaper both in first cost and fuel consumption.
Electricityis cleaner but in either case a hood and ducting
must be provided to carry away the fumes from the pot.

A melting-pot fitted with a bottom pouring device is

to be preferred. It saves labour and ensures that clean

metal free from dross is poured in the moulds.

Temperatures. Temperature control is important.
When metal is seriouslyoverheated excessive formation

of dross results; on the other hand, if the temperature is

not high enough the tin-antimony crystalswill not be in

completesolution and will then segregate to the surface

to form a rich scum. If this happensa considerable amount

of heat, together with vigorous stirring, is necessary to

redissolve the scum.

These difficulties are avoided if the metal is heated

rapidly to the correct temperature, which isalittle above

the casting temperature on the composing machines:

600° F, for slug-castingmetal.

700° F. for mono composition metals.

750° F. for dual purpose mono and displaymetals.

A thermometer should be used to check the tem-

perature.

Cleaning and reviving. When the required tempera-
ture is reached the metal should be cleaned with a suitable

flux. A non-corrosive flux is advisable. The flux not only
cleans the metal but lessens the melting loss by reducing
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the dross to powder, releasinggood metal entangled
with it.

The dross should be removed with a perforated ladle

and immediately dropped into a covered container. The

sides of the pot should be scrapedwith the ladle to bring
all the dross to the surface of the metal.

The addition of reviving metal at this point counter-

balances the loss of tin and antimony in the dross. An addi-

tion of $ Ib. of reviver for cach hundredweightof metal

in the pot will maintain the correct composition, The

reviving alloy should be thoroughly stirred in.

Stir the metal at intervals during the pouring.
Pouring the metal. For pouring, the metal can with

advantage be some 50° cooler than for drossing.When

the ingots are poured they should cool quickly to avoid

the growth of coarse crystals.Moulds should be cool to

ensure rapid chilling.
As the metal is poured the motion may producea small

amount of oxide or aerated froth on the surface of the

ingots. Each ingot should be skimmed immediatelyafter

pouring, while the metal is still molten, to leave a clean

bright surface. A thin piece of sheet iron, the width of the

ingot, bent at right anglesand narrowed to form a handle,
makes a suitable skimmer.

Appearance of ingots. The ingots, when broken,
should show abright crystallinefracture, varying in size

of crystal according to the amount of antimony and tin

present and the rapidity of coolingduring the process of

solidification. The size and form of moulds also have a

great influence on this feature, a massive ingot tending to

the formation of coarse crystalgrain due to relativelyslow
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cooling.The same alloy cast into small ingots, which cool

and solidifyquickly,exhibits a much finer crystalstructure

when broken. It is unwise to attempt to judge the quality
of metal by the appearance of the fracture; specimens cast

in identical conditions can be compared, but experienced
men are usuallychary of forming an opinion on the evi-

dence of fractures, because they know how many factors

can influence crystalstructure.

Fumes. Fumes from the remelting of type and slugs
arise from the decompositionof ink and floor sweepings
and not from the metal; they are sometimes objectionable
but not poisonous.A little care in keeping the hood closed

until the metal has melted and the fumes have dispersed
will obviate most of the unpleasantness.Volatilization of

printing metals does not occur at normal working tem-

peratures, and danger to health on that account need not

be apprehended.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL AND

MEASUREMENT

Constant reference has been made to the desirability
of controlling temperature—whether on composing
machines, for stereotyping, or in remelting.

The fitting of thermostats for the automatic control of

temperature has contributed much to the large measure

of improvement in the average quality of commercial

production, raising it close to that secured in showroom
conditions.

It is also desirable for the operator to know the working
temperature; hence a means of indicating temperature
should be fitted if one is not incorporated with the

thermostat.
The thermometer and the thermostat detector should

be sited with care. Temperatures are apt to vary from

point to point in the pot unless there is constant stirring.
The stem should therefore be located so as to indicate the

temperature of the metal being cast, not for exampleas

locallyaffected by proximity to the heaters.

Thermometers or pyrometers should be compared
from time to time with an instrument kept for the pur-

pose. An inaccurate thermometer is worse than useless—
it is misleading.

Thermometers. Mercury-in-glassthermometers are

the cheapestinstruments for measuring temperature, and
if used carefullymay give satisfactoryservice for a long
period. They are, unfortunately,fragileand are liable to
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become erratic after beingin use for some time. It is essen-

tial that thermometers for this class of work should be
made from borosilicate glass,because ordinary glass ex-

pands and does not contract again to its original dimen-
sion. There is also a liability to a break or gap in the
column of mercury which, if unnoticed, will result in

false readings.
Mercury-in-steel thermometers are accurate for tem-

peratures up to 950° F, and are cheaper than electrical

pyrometers. They dependon the expansion of mercury in
a steel tube, the resultant force beingtransmitted through
a capillarytube, acting as a hollow coiled spring after the
manner of a Bourdon pressure gauge and so registering
the temperature on a calibrated scale.

Thermometers should be comparedwith other thermo-
meters (or pyrometers) at constant intervals to check
their accuracy.

Pyrometers. Electrical pyrometers can be used to

measure still higher temperatures. They are operated by
the difference in potentialset up by the applicationof heat
to the junction of two thin wires made of different metals
and encased in steel sheathing;the latter is immersed in the

melting-pot,and the current generatedis registered by a

galvanometerneedle on acalibrated scale. Electrical pyro-
meters can be used as recording instruments, making a

permanent record of the fluctuations of temperature over

24 hours. An additional indicator may be situated, for

example,in the works manager’soffice, where the tem-

perature may be observed, in addition to the dial adjoin-
ing the stereo pot.

Electrical pyrometers are available using one indicator
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for any number of melting-potsup to twelve; by using
this multi-station arrangement a substantial saving in cost

is effected.

With a modern printing plant of large capacity an

efficient pyrometer is certainly advisable and is an

economy.
The ‘paper test’. The old-fashioned paper test pro-

vides but a rough-and-readymeans of judging casting
temperatures; if it is to be helpful,the conditions must be

kept uniform by using the same sort of paper and immers-

ing it for the same period each test. The changein colour
of the paper gives an approximate indication of the

temperature, but it will be appreciatedthat the usefulness
of the method depends upon the experience and judge-
ment of the operator.



MELTING METALS ON COMPOSING

MACHINES

Electric heating. Electric heating has clear advantages
for composing machines. The temperature is readilycon-

trolled; modern immersion heaters localize the heat with-
in the pot and the atmosphere in the composing room is
healthier and pleasanterbecause fumes are not given off

by the heaters.

Printing metals should be melted as quicklyas possible
so that the separatedcrystalsare rapidlytaken into solu-
tion. The rating of the heaters must be sufficientlylarge
to ensure this. There will then be ampleheatingcapacity
in hand to providequick recovery of temperature should
the pot be chilled for any reason, for exampleby the addi-
tion of new metal.

Automatic ingot feeders. In composing machines, it
is important:

(a) To keep the molten metal at a uniform level in the

melting-pot,the level varying slightlywith different
machines.

.

(5) To add small quantities of metal regularlyso as to

avoid sudden temperature fluctuations.

‘These objectsare achieved by the use of automatic ingot
feeders which also save the operators’time and attention
in feedingand watching the pot. There is the additional

advantageof a measure of preheatingof the metal,
Automatic feeders are recommended and in conjunc-

tion with thermostaticallycontrolled pots assist in im-

proving and standardizingproduction.
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HYGIENE IN THE PRINTING

WORKS

ALL reported cases of lead poisoning among printers can

definitely be said to be due to the inhalation or breathing
in of either dust or fume containing small particlesof lead.

Handling of type metal and fresh type is harmless.

The stereotyper and foundry worker are liable to get lead

poisoning while drossing the molten metal or from careless

dumping of the dross on the floor and the subsequentsweeping
up and bagging operations.

The above is an authorized extract from the report by
Sir Thomas Legge, Senior Medical Inspector of Factories.

Fortunately,cases of lead poisoning amongst workers in

the printing industry today are rare, thanks principallyto

improved.equipment and standards of cleanliness.

Prevention. Dross should not be dumped on the floor

but should be kept in covered receptaclesfrom the

moment it is skimmed from the pots until it leaves the

works; thus the foundry is kept clean and there is no lead

dross to inhale and danger is averted.

Patent dross containers enable the dross skimmed from

the molten metal to be placeddirectly into covered re-

ceptacleswith automaticallyclosinglids. The container

itself can be sealed when full for collection by the local

metal foundry. It is emptied in the smeltingworks and the

empty container is returned.

This and other precautions are strongly urged in the
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recommendations of the Joint Industrial Council of the

Printing and Allied Trades of Great Britain and Ireland:

The contents of the filled dross container should not be
transferred to any larger receptacleif danger from dust is to

be avoided, It is highly dangerousand uneconomical for any
attempt to be made to extract further metal from the dross

by re-melting. This should be forbidden and the dross con-

tainer sent direct to a metal refiner who has specialreverbera-

tory furnaces for the purpose. The fine dust left after re-melting
is very poisonous.

The shelves, ledges,and floors of the room should be cleaned

regularlyby means of a vacuum cleaner and the dust collected
transferred into water and passeddown adrain.

Itis in the interest of everyone tosee that ventilatingarrange-
ments are as completeas possiblefor the carrying away of dust
and fumes in the foundry and stereo department at the point
at which they are produced, and that proper trays are in place
under Linotype and Monotype casting machines and circular
saws.

The dust in type cases should alwaysbe extracted by means

of a vacuum-type cleaner—never by bellows or other device.

Plungersshould never be wire-brushed in the open shop—
dust-proofplunger cleaners now being available.

The operator, by keeping himself physically fit, can do
much towards making himself more resistant to lead poison-
ing. He should pay scrupulousattention to cleanliness of hands
and teeth. The hands should always be washed thoroughly
before eating and drinking and when leaving work, and the
teeth carefullycleaned and brushed at least twice a day. The

importance of the care of the teeth in endeavouringto main-

tain a satisfactorystandard of general good health cannot be
too strongly emphasized.

APPENDIX I

THE METALLURGY OF PRINTING METALS

Tue constitution and structure of printing metals have been

discussed briefly on pp. 14-20. For the reader who wishesto

study the subject more deeply, a fuller description is given

below.
Condition of liquid metal. Alloysof tin, antimony, and

lead when fully molten form homogeneous solutions.

Structure of solid metal. When an alloy solidifies, three

things may happen:

1. The constituent metals may remain as a solution in the

solid state (termeda ‘solid solution’).
The composition of a solid solution may vary within

definite limits.

2. The metals may form a compound.Intermetallic com-
pounds have a fixed composition and a fixed melting-
point.

3. The metals may form a eutectic, This has a fixed com-

position and melting-point, but is a mixture of two or

more constituents.

Frequently, two or more such changes may occur in the

same alloy and when a printing metal solidifies, all three occur.

Solidification is therefore a complexprocess.

Cooling curves. A great deal can be learned about the
nature of alloysby studyingthe rate of coolingfrom the liquid
to the solid state. In its simplestform, this investigation con-

sists in melting a sample of the metal in a crucible and then

allowing it to cool slowly while accurate readings of the

temperature are taken at regular intervals, say every 30
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seconds. The results are plotted on a graph which is called a

cooling curve.

Latent heat. To melt a metal, it is not enough to raise the

temperature to its melting-point; extra heat is required to

transform it from the solid to the liquid state.

Conversely,when a metal solidifies it gives out a corre-

spondingamount of heat which is known as the latent heat of
solidification,

TEMPERATURE
=

TEMPERATURE.eo

Time TIME

Fic. 22 Fic. 23

This evolution of heat temporarilybalances and arrests the
rate of cooling.

Thus the solidification of a metal is indicated by an arrest

point on the cooling curve.

Fig. 22 represents an ideal cooling curve of a singlepure
metal, such as lead. Observation starts when the metal is com-

pletely liquid. Cooling proceeds at a uniform rate until the

temperature f, is reached, when the coolingis arrested owing
to the evolution of latent heat. The temperature remains con-

stant at f until all the metal is solid, when cooling proceeds
uniformly as before.
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Fig. 23 represents the cooling curve of an alloy made by
adding a small quantity of antimony to pure lead. Two

features will be noted:

1. The first arrest, at temperature fg, is below the freezing-
point of pure lead. At this temperature (the ‘liquidus’)
lead crystalsstart to freeze out of solution.

2. At fz, the temperature remains constant until the alloy
has set completely.This arrest (the ‘solidus’)is caused by
the solidification of the eutectic,

By taking cooling curves on a series of alloys covering the
whole system and by plotting the arrest temperatures, a dia-

gtam is obtained which shows the liquidusand solidus tem-

peratures for all the alloysin the series.

Antimony-lead alloys. Antimony and lead are completely
soluble in each other in the liquid state and for present con-

sideration may be regarded as mutually insoluble in the solid
state.

The constitution diagram of the alloys of antimony and
lead is shown in Fig. 24. The base of this diagram is divided
so as to represent all the alloys of the two metals between

100% lead, 0% antimony, and 100% antimony, 0% lead.
The vertical scale is temperature. Thus any point on the

diagramrepresents a specificalloyof the two metals at a parti-
cular temperature, e.g. the point X represents an alloyof 40%
antimony, 60% lead at a temperature of 1,000° F.

The freezing-pointsof pure lead (621°F.) and of pure anti-

mony (1,167°F.) are included in their respective positions,
The line MEN is the liquidusline of the system. Any point
above this line (e.g. X) represents an alloy in the molten
condition.

The system has a eutectic (E) with the composition 12%
antimony, 88% lead, which freezes at 486° F. All the alloys
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finallyfreeze at this temperature, as indicated by the horizontal

solidus line OER. Any point below this line represents an alloy
in a wholly solid condition.

It is customary and convenient to denote the constituents

which separate by Greek letters. Alloyscontaining more than

12% antimony on cooling first depositcrystalsof antimony,
Temperature
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&+ liquid
327 621
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aon
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lead 10 20 30 40 50 60 79 60 20 100
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Fic. 24. Lead-antimonyalloys

denoted by «. Thus thealloycontaining 40%antimony,60%
lead, on coolingfrom 1,000° F, (point X) remains liquiduntil

the point Y is reached. Then w antimony crystals form and

grow until the temperature reaches 486° F. Since solid anti-

mony crystallizesout of the liquid metal, the latter gets pro-

gressivelyricher in lead. By the time the temperature has fallen

to 486° F., the liquid metal contains only 12% antimony—the
eutectic proportion—andit then solidifies.

Tin-antimony alloys. The system tin-antimony (Fig.25)
isa complex one but it gives a guide to the ways in which tin

modifies the structure of lead-antimonyalloys.
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The liquidus line TCRA has three branches. The solidus is

TDFBPOA. At the antimony rich end, the « constituent can

contain up to 11% of tin in solid solution. The « solid solution
differs little from pure antimony in characteristics.

_Alloyscontaining between 58 and 90% of antimony first

depositcrystalsof « on coolingfrom the liquid, but when the

temperature reaches 797° F. (line RPO) a reaction occurs
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Fic. 25. Tin-antimony alloys:
which results in some of the w changing to the B constituent.
The solid alloysconsist of a mixture of the two constituents.

The pure 8 constituent is formed from alloyscontaining 42
to 58% of tin. It is substantiallythe intermetallic compound
tin-antimony (50% tin, 50% antimony) with small amounts

of tin or antimony in solid solution. The intermediate com-

pound f’ which is shown on the diagramis purely of theore-
tical importance; on coolingit changesto as the result of a

rearrangement of the atomic structure.

To summarize:

Antimony-tich alloys in the solid state consist of a solid

© 8762 c

1167 °F

(630°5 °C
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solution. Alloyscontaining between 42 and 58% of tin consist

of B solid solution. Alloys in between these two ranges consist

of a mixture of « and B constituents.

The ternary system, tin-antimony-lead. The above

diagramsshow the constitutions of alloysin the binary systems
at different temperatures. Matters become more complicated
when the system contains three metals. It is not possible to

depict completely in one diagram the effects of changes in

both composition and temperature.
In order to express the composition of all alloyscontaining

the three metals, it becomes necessary to use a triangular dia-

gram (Fig. 26). Each corner of the triangle represents one of

the pure metals. Each side of the triangle represents the com-

positions of alloyscontaining two only of the metals. Each

point within the triangle represents an alloy containing all

three metals,

The diagramis divided into areas accordingto the nature of

the constituents which are first to crystallizewhen the alloys
cool from the liquid state. The constituents which are present
in printing metals are

(a) 8 solid solution consistingsubstantiallyof lead.

(6) « antimony-rich solid solution.

(6)B solid solution based on the tin-antimony compound,
50% tin, 50% antimony.

The lead-rich corner of this diagram,which covers printing
metals, is shown enlargedin Fig. 27. Here a series of ‘contour’

lines enable the liquidustemperature of any alloy to be found.

If the contours are followed from B representing pure lead

to X, it will be seen that the liquidustemperature falls. In other

words, the addition of antimony and tin to lead reduces the

liquidustemperature. The alloysin this range deposit crystals
of lead (8) in the initial stages of solidification.
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X is the ternary eutectic point, having the lowest liquidus

temperature of the alloyswithin the field.
From Xo the line AD, the liquidustemperatures rise again,

steeply, as shown by the closeness of the contours. These are

Antimony
100%

Tinper cent

Fig, 26, Tin-antimony-lead alloys
The compositionof any alloy containing all three metals is indicated
on a triangulardiagram. Thus the line PQ represents all the alloys
which contain 40% of tin. The point R represents the alloy contain-
ing 40% tin, 20% antimony,the balancebeing lead. The point X

represents the alloy containing 4% tin, 12% antimony, 84% lead

antimony-rich alloys,depositinga solid solution on solidify-
ing.

In the field XGF, the rise in liquidustemperature from X to-

wards FH is much more gentle.The diagram thus shows that
the melting-point is increased much less when tin and anti-

mony are added together than when antimony is added alone.
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The composition of any alloy containing all three metals is indicated
on a triangular diagram. Thus the line PQ represents all the alloys
whichcontain 40% of tin. The point R represents the alloy contain-
ing 40% tin, 20% antimony, the balance being lead. The point X

represents the alloy containing 4% tin, 12% antimony, 84% lead

antimony-rich alloys,depositinga solid solution on solidify-
ing.

In the field XGF, the rise in liquidustemperature from X to-

wards FH is much more gentle.The diagram thus shows that
the melting-pointis increased much less when tin and anti-

mony are added together than when antimony is added alone.
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Alloysin this field first deposit the hard f tin-antimony crys-

tals when they solidify.
The ternary diagram thus gives a good deal of information

about the primary crystallizationof the alloys.It does not in-

dicate the last constituent to solidify—butin printing metals

this is always the same, the ternary eutectic. It has been ex-

plainedthat, in lead-antimony alloysfree from tin, the eutectic

is an intimate mixture of fine crystalsof lead and antimony.
The ternary eutectic is similar in nature but more complex.
It has the approximate composition of X—4% tin, 12% anti-

mony, 84% lead, and is a finely divided mixture of the three

phasesenumerated above—a, 8, and 8.

The ternary eutectic is the final constituent to solidify in

virtually all the alloysabove the line BH in the diagram.
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METHODS OF PHYSICAL EXAMINATION

Preparation of specimens for microscopic examina-
tion. When specimens are examined microscopicallyany
irregularities or scratches present in the surface are multiplied
by the magnification employed. It is essential therefore that
the surface should be both flat and highlypolished.After filing
the specimen to remove saw marks and to obtain a reasonably
flat surface, it is rubbed on successivelyfiner grades of emery
paper placedon a sheet of plate glassto maintain a flat surface.
Paraffin oil is used as a lubricant and to wash away the metal

particles. The last grade of emery paper (3/0)produces a fine
matt surface. Final polishingis carried out using metal polish
on a pad of Selvytcloth. The resulting surface should be flat
and mirror bright.

In order to bring out the contrast between the constituents
the specimen is etched in a suitable reagent. A solution of

3% silver nitrate in water is normally used. This reagent
darkens the lead-rich phase,but leaves the other phaseswhite.

Measurement of hardness. The hardness of printing
metals is usuallymeasured on a Brinell machine and the hard-
ness quoted as the Brinell Hardness Number (B.H.N.).In this
method a hardened steel ball is pressedinto the surface of the
metal under a given load for a set length of time producing
a saucer-shapeddepression.A load of 500 kgm. applied to a

ro-mm. ball for 15 seconds is suitable.

load
The Brinell Hardness Number =

—————_______.

spherical area of impression

Density and percentage of voids. The densityof printing
metals is calculated using the well-known Archimedes prin-
ciple. The metal is weighed first in air and then suspendedin
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water; the difference in weight, in grammes, is equal to the
volume of the specimen, in cubic centimetres. The density,in

grammes per cubic centimetre, is obtained by dividing the

weight by the volume.

To determine the percentage of voids in a piece of type, the

densityof the type itselfis first measured by the above method.
The type is then melted and cast into a button which isquite
solid; the densityof the button is measured. The percentage
of voids is obtained from the formula:

Voids = (32)100%,
M,

where Dy is the densityof the type and Dy, is the density
of the metal.

APPENDIX III

METHODS OF ANALYSIS

“Wet? method. The determination of the proportions of
tin and antimony in a type metal is generally made by a

‘wet’ method. Fine sawings or filingsare taken from the pre-
paredsampleof metal in such a way that theyaccuratelyrepre-
sent the whole of the sample.Acid is then added to a weighed
quantity of these sawings or filings so that the metal is con-

verted into chlorides. These chlorides are oxidized by the
addition of standard solutions of potassium permanganate (for
the antimony content) and iodine (for the tin content), the
end points being ascertained by the change in colour of the
solution. A simplecalculation shows the amounts of tin and

antimony in the originalsample.
Absorptiometer. Copper is generallydetermined by dis-

solvinga weighed quantity of the preparedsampleand adding
a reagent which will selectivelydevelopa ‘copper-colour’,the

depth of which is measured by an absorptiometer.
Spectrograph. Impurities are detected and determined

by means of a spectrograph. The sample is cast into elec-
trodes and vaporized by an arc or high tension spark. The
emitted light is splitby means of a prism into a characteristic

spectrum, which is photographicallyrecorded and examined.

X-ray fluorescent Spectrometer. Of recent years there
have been developmentsin the analysisof metal samplesby
the X-ray fluorescent spectrometer. This provides a rapid
alternative to the ‘wet’ method of analysisof the major con-

stituents. The sample is subjected to the emission from an

X-ray tube which causes a secondary fluorescent radiation.
The measurements of wavelengthand intensity of this radia~

tion provide data for the identification and determination of
the percentage of the various elements present in the sample.
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LIQUIDUS TEMPERATURES OF

TIN-ANTIMONY-LEAD ALLOYS

Antimony Tin %
% 2 4 6 8 10 12

2 °F $85 568 56x 556 $50 $43
"Gy 307 298 294 291 288 284

4 °R 539 545 540 536 529 $22

°C: 293 285 282, 280 276 272

6 °F. 536 $27 518 S14 SIL $04

Wen 280 275 270 268 266 262

8 °F $13 $07 498 495 491 482
2Ce 267 264 259 257 2355 250

to (°F. 49t 485 478 477 475 478
°c. 255 2§2 248 247 246 248

12 °F, 482 463 477 485 489 493

2G; 250 239 247 252 254 256

14 °F. $16 498 495 500 507 Sit
2@e 269 259 257 260 264. 266

16 °F, $50 $3 $27 St4 $25 532
2G: 288 277 275 268 274 277

18 °F, S77 565 $59 536 $40 547

eR 303 296 293 280 282 286

20 °F, 604, 601 590 565 552 558
2G: 318 316 310 296 289 292

22 °F. 637 626 61s $97 38s 579
°C. 336 330 324, 314 307 304

24 «(OF 662 646 635 626 612 608

°C. 350 341 335 330 322 320

The data on melting temperatures in this book and the diagram, between

pp. 82 and 83, are due to Miss Frances D. Weaver, Ph.D. (Mrs. Harold

Heywood).
The results of her investigation into the lead-antimony-tin system were

published in the Journal of the Institute of Metals, vol. lvi, No. x, 1935.

APPENDIX V

SOME PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF A

PRINTING METAL

10% tin, 15% antimony, 75% lead

Shrinkageon solidification:2°0% by volume.

Thermal expansion:o-oooort inches per inch per °F.

000002 inches per inch per °C.

Specificheat: 0-038.

Latent heatoffusion:47°16 B.T.U.’s per Ib.

26-2 calories per gramme.

Thermal conductivity:0-057 calories/sq.cm.fcm./°C./sec.
Electrical conductivity:6% of conductivityof standard copper.

Tensile strength:4:2 tons per square inch,

661°57 kilogrammesper square centimetre.

Elongation:2%.

Density: 0°354 lb. per cubic inch.

9°78 grammes per cubic centimetre.
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